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I. Introduction
The forced resignation of Levon Ter-Petrosian as Armenias president on 3 February 1998
came as a shock to the western media. Portrayed as an introverted intellectual, a democrat,
and certainly a moderate, Ter-Petrosian contrasted favorably with most leaders of other
Soviet successor states. His resignation, which an Armenian deputy described as a velvet
coup carried out by the presidents one-time colleagues, was also seen as a blow to Western
hopes of settling the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan over Mountainous Karabagh. 1
Thus, a New York Times editorial stated that the event was a disturbing development for
peace and ethnic harmony in the Caucasus. The resignation formalizes, it continued, the
increasing grip on power of an unsavory band of military and security officials. 2 Little did
it matter that those unsavory officials had been the main pillars of the Ter-Petrosian regime
for many years and had kept him in power after the fraudulent presidential elections of
1996.3 A Los Angeles Times article entitled Armenian Hard-Liners Consolidate Control
reinforced the main point implied by its title by asserting: Those opposed to Karabakh
compromise force out another moderate leader.4 Among major American newspapers, only
the Washington Post offered a more subtle interpretation of the events. On the one hand, it
too claimed that Ter-Petrosians relatively dovish stand on the Karabagh conflict had been
the main reason for his forced resignation, and it concluded that his downfall has
strengthened most of all a party of war veterans who show little inclination to compromise.
1

The expression velvet coup appears in  and Presidents Go, The Economist, 7 February 1998, 54. The
Nagorno Karabakh Autonomous Oblast (NKAO) was an enclave of approximately 1,700 square miles once
situated in the Soviet Socialist Republic of Azerbaijan. As a result of the military advances of its Armenian
forces in 1993, Mountainous Karabagh is territorially linked today with Armenia and has occupied parts of
western and southwestern Azerbaijan. Its population having voted by 99 percent in favor of independence in a
referendum organized on December 10, 1991, Karabakh itself the Republic of Artsakh, after the ancient and
medieval Armenian name of this area, unrecognized by any state but in close cooperation with Armenia. In
Russian, nagorno means mountainous and oblast means district. Karabakh is the transliteration for the
Russian spelling of the Turkic name of this region, Karabagh. As the Soviet Union is no longer controlling
the region and as Karabagh was used in both Azerbaijani and Armenian, this essay shall use this spelling.
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Armenias Turmoil (Editorial), New York Times, 9 February 1998, A18.

3

One scholar notes that the power ministries rapidly acquired a central position in the ANM [Armenian
National Movement, Ter-Petrosians ruling party] regime . With control over the state apparatus increasingly
concentrated in a small group of Ter-Petrosian loyalists it is not surprising that the power ministries
increasingly became the target of opposition attacks on abuses of power and corruption. See Jonathan Aves,
Politics, Parties and Presidents in Transcaucasia, Caucasian Regional Studies 1 (1996). 18 February 1999
<http://poli.vub.ac.be/publi/crs/eng/0101-02.htm> p.6.
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Carol J. Williams, Armenian Hard-Liners Consolidate Control, Los Angeles Times, 5 February 1998, A6.
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But it was also more sober in its assessment of the former president, putting his
powerlessness during the crisis leading to his downfall in context:
President Ter-Petrosian began as a democrat and gradually lost his way, manipulating
voting results to retain power in his 1996 reelection bid. His fall this week shows that
such abdications of democracy arent just wrong but have adverse practical
consequences, too. Having lost his legitimacy, Mr. Ter-Petrosian had no way to beat
back his opponents this week. 5
Indeed, Ter-Petrosians resignation resulted from a deep crisis of legitimacy for his
presidency, for the ruling party that he represented, for the Armenian Pan National
Movement (APNM); and finally for the ideology and policies his party and government
espoused. The presidents stand on the resolution of the Mountainous Karabagh conflict may
have been a necessary condition for his resignation, but it was not sufficient. Moreover,
Prime Minister Robert Kocharian, who contributed to his downfall and then replaced him as
president, is, contrary to conventional wisdom in the West, hardly a strong, authoritarian
leader who is totally in charge in Yerevan. 6
Ter-Petrosian was elected president in 1991 on the basis of a four-point program: the
development of a market economy; democratization; a realistic foreign policy unburdened by
the weight of the past (particularly the legacy of the Armenian genocide and Armenias
traditional dependence on Russia); and the resolution of the Karabagh conflict. The fate of
this program may shed some light on that of the president himself. Indeed, what needs to be
explained is not merely his resignation, but the fact that it occurred without any popular
protest or even the shadow of resistance from the ruling party, which had been dominating
the Armenian parliament for years.

II. Armenias Political Institutions
Ter-Petrosians powerlessness during the crisis and his forced resignation deserve particular
attention because the Armenian constitution, adopted after a contested referendum on 5 July
1995, and the Armenian political system in general, are best characterized as
5
6

A Democracy Loses Its Way (Editorial), Washington Post, 7 February 1998, A22.
The western media also propagated this misleading image of Kocharian. See, among others, the expression
Armenias new master in Agence France Presse, People in Focus: Robert Kocharian, New Master of
Armenia, Yerevan, 8 February 1998.
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hyperpresidential. The seventeen sections of Art. 55 of the constitution provide the president
with extensive powers, which reflect Armenias Soviet past and lack of established
democratic traditions. The president appoints and dismisses the prime minister and, at the
proposal of the latter, the members of the government (sec. 4). He can dissolve the National
Assembly and designate special elections upon consulting with the National Assemblys
president and the prime minister (sec. 3). He appoints and removes the prosecutor general at
the proposal of the prime minister (sec. 9). He appoints the members and the president of
the constitutional court (sec. 10) and the judges of the court of appeals and its chambers, the
courts of review, the tribunals of first instance, and other courts (sec. 11).7
Sec. 14 also allows the president to suspend constitutional rights under rather vague
conditions: In the event of an imminent danger threatening constitutional order, and upon
consultation with the president of the National Assembly and the prime minister, [the
president] takes measures warranted by the situation and makes an address to the people on
that matter. This section is tied to Art. 44, which allows the limitation of the extensive
constitutional rights mentioned in Arts. 23-27 only by law, if that is necessary for the
protection of state and public security, public order, public health and morality, and the rights
and freedoms, honor and good reputation of others. Sec. 14 is likewise related to Art. 45,
which states that some human and civil rights and freedoms, with the exception of those
mentioned under Arts. 17, 19, 20, 39, and 41-43 of the constitution, may be restricted
temporarily as provided by law during martial law, or in cases prescribed under Sec. 14 of
Art. 55 of the constitution. Together, these provisions give the president a right to suspend
or restrict civil liberties under poorly specified conditions.
In addition to these powers, the president is said to be the guarantor of the
independence of the judicial bodies as he presides over the Justice (or Judicial) Council
(Ardaradatuyan Khorhurd), the vice-presidents of which are the minister of justice and the
prosecutor general (Art. 94). That council drafts annual lists of judges and prosecutors fit to
be appointed or promoted at all levels of the judicial system, and it submits those lists to the
president for approval. It may also subject any judge to disciplinary action and even

7

Article 99 of the constitution stipulates that the Constitutional Court is composed of nine members, five of
whom are nominated by the National Assembly, four by the President of the Republic.
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recommend his/her arrest (Art. 95, in particular Secs. 1-7).8 As appointment at all levels of
the judiciary depends on the president, there is good reason for concern about judicial
independence.
The highly centralized administrative structure of the country also increases the
power of the central government in general and the president in particular. Art. 104
stipulates that the administrative territorial units of the Republic of Armenia are the regions
(marzer) and the communities (hamaynkner). Regions are made up of rural and urban
communities. At the local level, self-governing bodies are elected every three years that are
made up of a council of the elders of the community, with five to fifteen members, [and] the
community leader, that is, a city mayor or a village head (Art. 105). In the regions,
however, state government prevails as the government appoints and dismisses governors
(marzpetner) who implement its territorial policies and coordinate the activity of the
territorial services of the republican executive bodies (Art. 107). Upon a governors
recommendation, the government may remove a community leader in cases envisioned by
the law (Art. 109). The city of Yerevanthe center of political, administrative, economic,
and cultural life in Armenia and the demographic core of the country, with about one-third of
Armenias populationreceived the status of a region. It is, however, the president who
appoints and dismisses the mayor of Yerevan upon the recommendation of the prime
minister (Art. 108). The constitution also makes clear that this broad framework for the
territorial administration of Armenia would take effect once new legislation was adopted
pertaining to territorial government and local self-government (Art. 115 and Art. 116, sec. 6).
A subsequent law signed by the president on 4 December 1995 centralized the territorial
administration of Armenia by replacing the pre-existing thirty-seven administrative districts
with ten regions and Yerevan.9

8

9

See Hayastani Hanrapetutyan Sahmanadrutyune [The Constitution of the Republic of Armenia], with
Annotations and Commentaries by Vladimir Nazarian, Doctor of Law (Yerevan: Areresum-Ani, 1995).
Several English versions of the Constitution exist, including two posted by the Armenian government. As
they present some problems in terms of accuracy or language, my translation does not duplicate either of
them. See Republic of Armenia. Constitution of the Republic of Armenia. 12 December 1999
<http://www.elections.am/English/Electoral%20System/Constitution/constitution.html>; and Republic of
Armenia. Constitution of the Republic of Armenia. 13 December 1999
<http://www.armeniaemb.org/constitution.html>.
Republic of Armenia. Hayastani Hanrapetutyan Orenke Hayastani Hanrapetutyan Varchataratskayin
Bajanman Masin [Law of the Republic of Armenia about the Territorial Administrative Division of the

5

The power of the presidency is amplified by the large number of registered political
parties in Armenia, the number of which has fluctuated between four dozen to six dozen.
There were fifty-two political parties by May 1996, only six or seven of which had any
significant impact on political life at the national level.10 Two years later, a survey of
Armenia stated that whereas forty-nine political parties had been registered since 1990,
twenty-one to twenty-five were still active to some degree. 11 By the summer of 1998, a
reliable source refers to sixty-nine parties.12 The overwhelming majority of these parties share
a number of characteristics: limited geographic scope, ideological fuzziness, and weak
institutionalization. These are essentially personalistic organizations, instruments for the
ambitions of a more or less well-known individual and his clientele. One collective study
aptly captured the main features of Armenias party system:
The formation of political groups and alliances in present-day Armenia does not
follow or reflect the interests of existing social strata: It rather centers on certain
political figures, acquiring a clannish nature. The prevalence of patron-client
relationships in society might encourage the formation of petty economic and
political elites along the lines of the redistribution of wealth.13
It is against this institutional backdrop, characterized by a very strong presidency, a
judiciary under the influence of the executive branch, a weak legislature, and an atomized,
personalistic, and poorly institutionalized party system, that one must set the underlying
causes for Ter-Petrosians downfall.

Republic of Armenia]. 13 December 1999 <http://armenia.acc.am/Am/AdmDivInfo/index.html>. About the
pre-existing administrative division, see United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Chapter 3:
Political Reform and Orientation of State Policies toward Human Development, in Armenia Human
Development Report 1996. 13 March 1999 <http://www.undp.am/Nhdr/nhdr96/page4.htm>, p.5.
10
UNDP. Chapter 2: State of Human Development: Poverty in Armenia, in Armenia Human Development
Report 1996. 13 March 1999 <http://www.undp.am/Nhdr/nhdr96/page3.htm>, p.15. Nora Dudwick mentions
forty-nine public-political organizations as of October 1995. See her Political Transformations in
Postcommunist Armenia: Images and Realities, in Conflict, Cleavage, and Change in Central Asia and the
Caucasus, ed. Karen Dawisha and Bruce Parrott (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press,
1997), 84.
11
Freedom House. Nations in Transit 1998: Armenia. 14 December 1999 <http://freedomhouse.org/nit98/
armenia.html> p.2. This document, the author of which is not mentioned, reflects the above-mentioned figure
given by Nora Dudwick.
12
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL). Armenia Report (Thursday, 25 June 1998). 14 December 1999
<http://www.rferl.org/bd/ar/reports/archives/1998/06/250698.html>.
13
UNDP. Chapter 3: Political Reform and Orientation of State Policies toward Human Development, in
Armenia Human Development Report 1996. 13 March 1999 <http://www.undp.am/Nhdr/nhdr96/page4.htm>
p.8.
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III. The Underlying Causes of Ter-Petrosians Downfall
In Ter-Petrosians over seven years in power, Western policymakers and media failed to pay
adequate attention to various factors that were undermining his regime. There were many
reasons for this. The president was perceived as the best choice available from the
perspective of Western interests. Armenias ruler also compared favorably with most of the
other post-Soviet presidents. The problems, however, were no less real.
1. The economy
Armenias transition from a socialist command economy to what was supposed to be a
Western-style market economy had been a catastrophe. To be sure, circumstances did not
help. The earthquake that struck the northwestern and northern parts of the country on 7
December 1988 killed at least 23,700 inhabitants, left about 514,000 homeless, and brought
to a halt about twenty-five percent of Armenias economy. 14 What the ecological protests
that had accompanied the calls for Karabaghs unification with Armenia could not achieve,
the earthquake did. As a precaution against a new earthquake of similar magnitude, it was
decided in February 1989 to shut down the Medzamor nuclear power plant (NPP) located
outside Yerevan. The plant produced about thirty-six percent of Armenias electricity.
Then, at the beginning of summer 1989, the Azerbaijan Popular Front, the umbrella group
spearheading the opposition to the Communist regime in Azerbaijan, organized a blockade of
Armenia and Mountainous Karabagh. The blockade had a significant negative impact on

14

Peter Rutland, Democracy and Nationalism in Armenia, Europe-Asia Studies 46, 5 (1994): 844, 848. The
data about the death toll and the number of those left without shelter relies on a press conference by N.I.
Ryzhkov, chairman of the commission of the Politburo in charge of the rescue effort in the earthquake zone,
as reported in Pravda (21 December 1988, 1-2) and Izvestiia (22 December 1988). See, Armenian Quake:
Major ProblemsIV, The Current Digest of the Soviet Press 41, 1 (1 February 1989): 18. Unofficial
estimates of the death toll run much higher, as o did the possible figure of 40,000 to 45,000 given by
Ryzhkov a week after the earthquake. See Pravda (14 December 1988, 1-2) and Izvestiia (15 December
1988) in Armenian Earthquake: Facing Major ProblemsII, The Current Digest of the Soviet Press 40, 51
(18 January 1989): 5-6. Colonel Caillarec, chief of the French rescue mission in Armenia, and Colonel
Chevallier, head of its medical section, stated that 25,354 dead bodies had been found by 2 January 1989 and
estimated that the total number of the victims would be at least 100,000. See Sécurité civile: Les français:
ils sont arrivés les premiers, in Spécial Arménie, ed. Jean-Claude Kébabdjian (January 1989): 48. For an
idea of the situation in those regions at the turn of 1999 and of how little was done in the regions of Lori and
Shirak until the end of 1996, see Alexandre and Hiranouche Alexandrian, Des villes-chantiers, Nouvelles
dArménie 39 (January 1999): 11-13; and Alexandrian and Alexandrian, Une industrie sinistrée and Une
convalescence qui dure, Nouvelles dArménie 38 (December 1998): 8-9, 10-12.
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Armenias already fragile economy, for Armenia imported approximately eighty percent of
its fuel supplies from the USSR, eighty-two percent of which was produced in Azerbaijan.
In addition, Azerbaijan cut off deliveries of oil and gas from Russia (then the Russian
Socialist Federal Soviet Republic) and Kazakhstan.15 The impact of the blockade was
aggravated when the Turkish government decided to blockade transit across its Armenian
border.
Yet another blow to the Armenian economy at the beginning of the 1990s was the
breakdown of trade among the USSRs fifteen union republics as well as trade between the
union republics and the countries of COMECON (the Soviet dominated trading bloc that
included most of the countries of East Europe as well as the USSR). By 1992, the Armenian
economy had lost most of its inputs and markets.16 Finally, while the expanding civil strife in
Georgia in 1992-93 led to the disruption of transit routes vital to Armenia, the recurring
explosions of the natural gas pipeline crossing the Georgian district of Marneuli, an
Azerbaijani-inhabited area, further worsened Armenias energy crisis.17 As result of all these
factors, GDP collapsed.
It was in this unenviable context that in 1992 Prime Minister Hrand Bagratian
adopted a radical program of economic reform to rapidly marketize the Armenian economy.
Trade and price liberalization, however, was followed by rapid inflation. The Russian
central bank embarked on a monetary reform on 26 July 1993, withdrawing all rubles printed
prior to 1992 from circulation, Armenia was immediately flooded with new rubles, and
inflation accelerated sharply from July 1993. Because the conditions set by Russia for
joining the ruble zone were tantamount to abandoning sovereignty, Armenia introduced a
national currency, the dram, at 14.3 per U.S. dollar on 22 November 1993. 18 By the end of

John Tedstrom, Armenia: An Energy Profile, Report on the USSR 3, 8 (22 February 1991): 19-20.
The COMECON refers to the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance.
17
For an overview of the situation in Georgia during those years, see the excerpts of Stephen Joness and
Zourab Labakhouas articles in Claire Mouradian, ed., Le Caucase des indépendences: La nouvelle donne,
Problèmes politiques et sociaux, no. 718 (Série russe, no. 117) (Paris: La Documentation française, 31
December 1993), 26-32.
18
On this issue, see the excerpt of Armen Khanbabians article, in Mouradian, 24-25.
15
16
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1994, the dram had fallen to 405.4 per U.S. dollar.19 Life for most Armenians became
unbearable:
Average real wages at the end of 1993 had fallen to about six percent of their level
two years earlier. In June 1994 the average wage in the state sector stood at about $2
a monthequivalent to one kilogram of meatand $4 to $5 economy-wide; the
average monthly pension was about $1.20
To be sure, average monthly wages increased in the subsequent years, reaching $22.80
in 1996 and $30.80 in 1998.21 Yet, such a positive trend had only a marginal impact on
Armenians well-being, for it was estimated that about eighty percent of the inhabitants of the
capital and ninety percent of the rest of the country lived in extreme poverty, poverty, or
significant deprivation in 1996.22
Some selected economic indicators for the years 1990 to 1998 aptly illustrate
Armenias steep economic decline from 1991 to 1993 and the subsequent stabilization.
Selected Economic Indicators
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

-7.4

-8.8
-11.7

-52.4

-14.8
-8.8

5.4

6.9

5.8

3.1

7.2

10.0

100.0

830.0

1,920.0 4,964.8

175.5

18.7

14.0

8.7

174.1

728.7

1,822.9 4,962.3

176.7

GDP at
constant prices
(% change)
Consumer
prices (annual

average % change)

Sources: The Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Profile: Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan 1995-96 (Dartford, UK:
Redhouse Press, 1996), 40, 43; The Economist Intelligence Unit, World Outlook 1998: Forecasts of Political and Economic
Trends in over 180 Countries (Dartford, UK: Redhouse Press, 1998), 192; International Monetary Fund, Armenia: Recent
Economic Developments and Selected Issues, IMF Staff Country Report No. 99/128 (Washington, D.C.: International
Monetary Fund, November 1999), 4; and European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), Armenia: 1999
Country Profile. 18 March 2000
<http://www.ebrd.org/english/opera/COUNTRY/country%20profiles.pdf/3983Armenia.pdf>, 11. Whenever the data
provided by the Economist Intelligence Unit and the IMF on the one hand and the EBRD on the other hand vary by more
than 1 percentage point, the second line of each row refers to the EBRD data.

Michael Wyzan, Armenias Economy in First Quarter 1996: Continued Strengthening, OMRI Analytical
Brief 212 (2 July 1996). Retrieved on 8 July 1996 on the listserv: <groong@usc.edu>. OMRI is the acronym
for the Open Media Research Institute.
20
World Bank, Trends in Developing Economies 1995 (Washington, D.C.: The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development/The World Bank, 1995), 24.
21
International Monetary Fund, Armenia: Recent Economic Developments and Selected Issues, IMF Staff
Country Report No. 99/128 (Washington, D.C.: International Monetary Fund, November 1999), 58.
22
UNDP. Chapter 2: State of Human Development: Poverty in Armenia, in Armenia Human Development
Report 1996, 3-6.
19
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Massive de-industrialization and the growing importance of petty trading and services
were also a consequence of Armenias economic reforms. The sectional composition of net
material product (NMP), a Soviet-era macroeconomic aggregate that excluded most services
and depreciation, changed drastically from 1990 to 1994.23 The EBRD estimated that
agriculture outstripped industry in 1993, at which point it accounted for fifty-five percent of
NMP against industrys share of thirty-two percent. Data from the IMF and Armenian
authorities also indicated that by 1994 the share of agriculture in NMP had risen to forty-nine
percent, while that of industry had decreased to thirty-six percent.24 More generally,
Armenia experienced the largest decline in industrial output among the states of the former
Soviet Union (FSU) between 1991 and 1993.25 By 1998, services exceeded industry as a
share of GDP for the first time. Agriculture continued to constitute the largest component of
GDP.26
The informal, or second, economy also flourished in accordance with the expansion
of petty trading and services. 27 To be sure, the second economy had roots in the Soviet
period, especially in the Brezhnev era, when Armenia was well known for its highly
developed informal sector.28 Using two complementary methods to assess the size of the

NMP data since independence require caution, however. As the massive expansion of the informal sector,
mostly in petty trading and services, remains unreported in official statistics, the overall level of economic
activity tends to be understated while the share of traditional activities, such as industry and agriculture, is
overstated.
24
The Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Profile: Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan 1995-96 (Dartford, UK:
Redhouse Press, 1996), 40. Other studies corroborate this trend. See, UNDP, Chapter 4: Social and
Economic Reforms: Sustainability Analysis and Human Dimensions, in Armenia Human Development Report
1996. 13 March 1999 <http://www.undp.am/Nhdr/nhdr96/page5one.htm> p.7.
25
World Bank, Country Brief: Armenia. 5 January 2000
<http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/eca/eca.nsf/ec6733e67523edfe852567d10012dddd/33838e84287562c6c125
67e900551544?OpenDocument>, 1.
26
International Monetary Fund, Armenia: Recent Economic Developments and Selected Issues, 6, 8.
27
In general, the informal economy is a process of income-generation characterized by one central feature: it is
unregulated by the institutions of society, in a legal and social environment in which similar activities are
regulated. See Manuel Castells and Alejandro Portes, World Underneath: The Origins, Dynamics, and
Effects of the Informal Economy, in The Informal Economy: Studies in Advanced and Less Developed
Countries, ed. Alejandro Portes, Manuel Castells, and Lauren A. Benton (Baltimore and London: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1989), 12. In Soviet, and presumably post-Soviet, type of economy, the second
economy is the set of productive activities which meet at least one of the two following tests: (1) they are
directly on private account, whether conducted legally or illegally, and (2) they are to a significant extent in
knowing contravention of the law. See Gregory Grossman, Informal Personal Incomes and Outlays of the
Soviet Urban Population, in Portes et al, endnote 2, 168.
28
For the second half of the 1970s, see Gregory Grossman, Informal Personal Incomes and Outlays of the
Soviet Urban Population, in Portes et al, 155-64. Also Grossman, Subverted Sovereignty: Historic Role of
23
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shadow economy, the UNDP estimated it to be between 31.9 and 72.3 percent of GDP in
1994, the average estimate being 52.1 percent.29 By the end of December 1997, Artashes
Tumanian, the head of the tax department in the Ministry of Finance and Economy, stated
that the shadow economy comprised fifty to seventy percent of all economic activities in
Armenia.30 Independent experts believe Tumanians upper estimate is the more plausible,
amounting to sixty-five to seventy percent of actual GDP.
A senior official in the tax department sketched the nature of the problem several
months later. He referred to a whole chain of shadow trade, whereby wholesale traders
refuse to present appropriate documents when selling their goods to retailers, in turn
forcing the latter to evade taxation.31 Indeed, most of the wholesale traders in Armenia
earned their privileged, often monopolistic, positions through ties with powerful
governmental figures during the first years of Ter-Petrosians regime.32
Misery loves company, as the saying goes. The vicissitudes of the economy,
combined with corrupt self-enrichment by some elements in the ruling elite and their cronies,
had already dampened popular trust in the president and the APNM by 1995.33 Derogatory

the Soviet Underground. 23 August 2000 <http://www.escholarship.cdlib.org/ias/cohen/tunnel_gr.html>,
19-21.
29
UNDP, Chapter 4: Social and Economic Reforms: Sustainability Analysis and Human Dimensions, in
Armenia Human Development Report 1996. 13 March 1999
<http://www.undp.am/Nhdr/nhdr96/page5one.htm>, 2.
30
Emil Danielyan, Mixed Evaluations of Armenian Economy in 1997, RFE/RL Armenia Report (12/29/97).
Retrieved 29 December 1997 from listserve: <groong@usc.edu>. Unless otherwise stated, all RFE/RL
reports mentioned hereafter were read on the Groong list.
31
Atom Markarian, Fixed Payments Introduced for Armenias Small Business, RFE/RL Armenia Report
(8/13/98).
32
The following quotations give an idea of the genesis of that social group. Monopolistic practices are
widespread, if rather more subtle than in 1992 and 1993, when gang warfare between competing factions
seeking to dominate trading in gasoline, luxury goods, and other imports made shootouts in Yerevan a
common occurrence. Insider dealing is a severe hindrance to competition. (Freedom House. Nations in
Transit 1998: Armenia, p.13.) Illegal activities pervade many trading sectors: Other corrupt practices
concern illegal importation of gasoline, diesel fuel, cigarettes, and various luxury goods and foodstuffs from
Georgia and Iran. (Illegal refers to importers being permitted to evade payment of customs and excise duties
in exchange for payoffs in cash or kind to government officials.) (Nations in Transit 1998: Armenia, p.8.)
33
An opinion survey carried out by the United States Information Agency (USIA) in November 1994 indicated
that 22 percent of the respondents had little confidence in the ruling party, while 53 percent had no
confidence at all. See Dudwick, Political Transformations in Postcommunist Armenia: Images and
Realities, 86. Disillusioned with the APNM that had embodied their hopes a few years earlier, Armenians
sank into a pervasive mood of cynicism. A July 1995 sociological poll suggested that 62 percent of the
population distrusted the government, 54 percent distrusted the president, and 42 percent distrusted anyone in
political office. (Dudwick, 84-5).
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jokes about Ter-Petrosian were already circulating in Yerevan even earlier.34 By the mid
1990s, the popular L&M cigarette brand came to be referred to as Levone Merni (May
Levon Die). The director of the British Helsinki Human Rights Group, who traveled
regularly to Armenia in the 1990s, concluded that Armenians had developed a passionate
hatred for Ter-Petrosian during his eight years in power.35 The growing stratum of
nouveaux riches spawned by the mass privatization of medium- to large-size enterprises
added insult to injury.36
The privatization law signed by the president on 27 August 1992 provided for a
process that was complex and varied with diverse categories of enterprises, a thorough
description of which is beyond the scope of this essay.37 Overall, enterprises formerly owned
by the state were sold through a number of schemes, such as free distribution of vouchers to
their employees and to the Armenian population, closed and/or open share subscription,
auction, bidding, and direct sale to employees and/or a lessee. The great majority of these
enterprises were thus transformed into open or closed joint stock companies. Three stages
can be sketched in the selling process. In the first, over three million vouchers were
distributed to the population.38 The face value of each of these was set on 28 September
1994 at 10,000 Armenian drams (AMD), or approximately $25, and was raised to 20,000
AMD in March 1995 to make up for the effects of inflation. In addition, twenty percent of
the book value of state-owned enterprises was given away free to employees (Art. 8.1). The
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total value of the vouchers was supposed to represent at least thirty percent of the book value
of the enterprises to be privatized. They were thus to constitute a legal means of payment for
shares and had to be bought, in theory at least, at their face value (Art. 8). The goals of this
first stage were to inject more than sixty billion AMD into the economy; to redistribute part
of the property of the nation to the people as a whole; and to encourage enterprise employees
to have an interest in the efficient management of their factories. In the second stage,
employees were given the option of buying enterprises through a closed share subscription.
In the final stage, all those companies not yet bought by their employees were sold, in most
cases through open share subscription.39
Mass privatization in Armenia was complicated by a number of factors. The business
prospects of most medium- and large-size enterprises at the turn of 1995 were hardly
inspiring. In a survey of fifty representative privatized enterprises from seven different
economic sectors, the Center for Economic Policy Research and Analysis (CEPRA)
estimated the level of capacity utilization in the industrial sector prior to privatization at
about fifteen percent 40 Many enterprises made limited, if any, profit, and they would need
deep restructuring to survive under market conditions. Their equipment was often obsolete;
tax arrears and other debts were substantial; and information about their overall condition
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was sometimes difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. Expected privatization prices may also
have been too high in some cases.41
Mass privatization thus did not yield the expected results. Managers, sometimes in
collusion with other insiders, manipulated production and profits prior to privatization to
reduce the value of their enterprises.42 Most Armenians sold their vouchers at 12.5 to 40
percent of their face value to make meager ends meet. 43 By the end of 1997, about sixty
percent (around 6,000) of all small enterprises, and about sixty percent (1,250) of all medium
and large enterprises, had been privatized.44 By February 1998, when Levon Ter-Petrosian
resigned, about 1,350 medium and large enterprises had been privatized: 1,036 through open
share subscription, 123 through closed share subscription, 144 through sale to the lessee,
forty-four through auction, and only three through international tender. 45 A report estimated
that by the end of 1997, only seven percent of the population participated in the privatization
process as shareholders.46 The ministry of privatization gives a precise figure for the number
of shareholders of medium and large enterprises as of 2 November 1998: 143,000 citizens
that is, about 4.5 percent of the population that received vouchers.47 The concentration of
wealth was greater, however, than these figures suggest. One economist has pointed out that
2.5 percent of shareholders control sixty percent of the shares of 713 companies privatized
through open share subscription.48
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The above-mentioned CEPRA survey aptly captures the impact of privatization
through the end of 1997:
About eight percent of enterprises are owned and controlled by their former directors,
who automatically became executive directors and chairmen of the board of the
newly privatized enterprises. Although experienced in manufacturing, they do not
have sufficient knowledge in management and strategic thinking.
The majority of surveyed enterprises are not being reconstructed. Among the reasons
mentioned were the poorly developed institutional infrastructure and an unclearly
formulated legal framework.
Low liquidity and huge arrears of enterprises, caused by lack of markets and
ignorance in marketing, is a large problem. The utilization of production capacity in
the sample for large enterprises was less than ten percent, while it was 20-30 percent
in small and medium enterprises.
Downsizing by more than forty percent and low salaries (the average salary was $30).
There is a low level of accounting and auditing services. In many cases, tax records
were the only available accounting documentation.49
Revenues generated by privatization were somewhat lower than what the Armenian
state apparently expected. Approximately fifty-five percent of Armenias industrial
infrastructure, almost all of the enterprises sold until the end of 1997, was privatized for
$800,000.50 A 1998 Freedom House report, the data of which are likely to be approximate,
puts state revenues from privatization around the end of 1997 at 342 million drams (about
$700,000), against projections of 3.5 billion dram [sic] ($700,000,000). 51 Thus, revenues
amounted to one thousandth of the projections. Indeed, the minister of privatization, Pavel
Ghaltakhchian, asserted that in 1997 privatization of state property had generated 50.4
million drams (about $102,000), or 0.3 percent of the payments envisioned for 1997.52
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As it turned out, fully operating enterprises with established markets were sold for a
few hundred dollars, which accounts for the disparity between projected and actual income.53
By the end of 1997, Ghaltakhchian conceded that most privatized enterprises had not yet
become successful businesses, while the minister of industry and trade, Garnik Nanagulian,
stated that privatization has not helped industry yet. The government therefore
reconsidered its approach, adopting auction privatization in cash for the remaining large
enterprises.54 The new Law of the Republic of Armenia on Privatization of State Property,
enacted by the National Assembly on 17 December 1997, reflected this transition from mass
privatization to programmed privatization, as Ghaltakhchian put it. 55 Whereas the proceeds
from mass privatization in 1997 amounted to 50.4 million drams, those from programmed
privatization in 1998 amounted to 43836.6 million drams, generating 90.2 percent of the
expected payments.56 Programmed privatization worked better, it seems.
A number of conclusions can be drawn from Armenias experience with privatization.
First, national wealth was swiftly and in great disproportion redistributed to the benefit of
the rich strata of the population.57 Second, new owners who had bought these enterprises
for close to nothing had no obligation to invest in them. Nor did they have any interest in
investing in new equipment or upgrading or modernizing their facilities, by cooperating, for
example, with foreign partners.58 Instead, they sold whatever assets they could from their
enterprises, including machinery, at the price of metal scrap in Iran or other countries. One
observer has sketched the entrepreneurial activities of these new capitalists with bitter
irony:
Fledgling capitalists appear to be running extractive industries, strip-mining the old
Soviet infrastructure, exhausting inputs, selling off inventories, and then closing shop
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to scrap the machinery. Visitors to Meghri may watch the Mercedes trucks with
Iranian plates haul ton after ton of scrapped industrial infrastructure out of the
country.59
Above all, privatization was undermined by favoritism and corruption. A report
sponsored by the U.S.-Armenia Business and Investment Association (USABIA), an
organization whose goal is to promote investment, trade, and business ties between the
United States and Armenia, captures some of the problems:
Relationships between high-ranking government officials and the emerging private
business sector is another phenomenon that encourages influence-peddling between
officials and the private firms from which they benefit. Powerful officials at the
federal, district, or local levels acquire direct, partial, or indirect control over
emerging private firms. Such control may be exercised through a hidden partner
position or through majority ownership of a prosperous private company. The
involvement can also be indirect, e.g., through close relatives and friends. 60
That Ter-Petrosians brothers, Telman and Petros, as well as his closest and most
powerful ministers were tainted by large-scale corruption and profiteering did much to
tarnish the presidents image in the minds of most Armenians.61 As many of the new rich
were happy to display their acquired wealth, popular distrust and disgust toward the regime
became pervasive. Reflecting on what went wrong in Russia, a scholar who has written
extensively on transitions in post-communist societiespresumably to democracy and
market economieshas argued that [Russias] privatization is probably responsible, more
than any other single factor, for the evaporation of democracys legitimacy there.62 Much
the same could be said of privatization in Armenia, although Armenias fraudulent
presidential elections of 1996 helped to de-legitimize Ter-Petrosians regime as well. David
Petrosyan, a columnist for the Noyan Tapan news agency and a thoughtful observer of
Armenias political life, has described the relationship between the new Armenian oligarchs
and the parliamentary deputies elected on 5 July 1995 as follows:
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By the mid-90s, the leaders of the main oligarchic structures of Armenia were: now
late Thaelmann Ter-Petrosyan (the brother of the first president of Armenia), who
controlled manufacturers and industrialists, the construction business, part of the local
market in oil products, part of the incomes generated from transport junctions, and
who was a kind of umpire in inter-oligarchic disputes; Vano Siradeghyan (interior
minister), who controlled part of the local market in oil products, part of the incomes
generated from transport junctions, the greater part of the food market, the smaller
part of bread production, and the woodwork and timber industry; Vazgen Sargsyan
(defense minister), who controlled part of the local market in oil products, part of the
incomes generated from transport junctions and the greater part of bread production.
Respectively, the mentioned oligarchs had strong lobbyist groups in the 190-seat
parliament elected in 1995. Among them were: the Reforms parliamentary group
(over 50 mandates) led by Thaelmann Ter-Petrosyan personally; Timber Lobby (23
mandates) dominated by Vano Siradeghyan; Grain Lobby (25 mandates) controlled
by Vazgen Sargsyan.63
2. Ideological factors
Before taking power, the ideologists of the APNM had already propounded a new approach
to Armenias national security based on a critical reinterpretation of the Armenian past,
especially the period from the seventeenth century onwards. 64 Theirs was a vision akin to the
opening sentence of one of L.P. Hartleys novels: The past is a foreign country: they do
things differently there.65 The Partys intellectuals argued that the leaders of the new
Armenian state should take a different approach than that adopted by previous Armenian
leaders. Their main ideas were summed up in a series of essays that basically stated that
Armenia had for too long relied on a third force, be that Russia or the West, to try to solve
its problems. 66 The title of one article referred to the past reliance on a third force as Our
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Three-Hundred-Year-Old Mistake. 67 This had led to catastrophe, the argument went,
especially during the period of the first independent Republic of Armenia (28 May 1918-2
December 1920), which had been governed by members of the nationalistic Armenian
Revolutionary Federation (ARF), or Dashnaktsutiun.
The key principle of the APNM that emerged from this reasoning was summed up by
one of these ideologists: The steps of the Armenian people must be proportionate to the
degree of our strength.68 The time had come to face reality and deal directly with all of
Armenias neighbors, in particular Turkey. Independence from the Soviet Union and the
consolidation of Armenian democracy were pre-conditions for putting their geostrategic
vision into effect. They also argued in the late Soviet period that the best path to
independence was a constitutional one, which meant adhering to the terms of the then newly
adopted USSR law on secession. Thus, they advocated reducing tensions with Moscow,
thereby depriving the latter of any pretext for taking drastic steps against Armenia, including
military intervention.69
In its early period, the discourse of the APNM was suffused with anti-imperialistic
feelings. The feelings were directed at the policies not only of the Russian imperial and
Soviet states but the West as well. Rafayel Ishkhanian, for instance, suggested that the
Russian army could easily have conquered the whole of western Armenia after defeating
the Ottoman army at the battle of Sarikamish (end December 1914-early January 1915) but
chose not to do so. Instead, it deliberately waited for the massacres to be completed and for
western Armenia to be emptied of its Armenia population (Van excepted) before conquering
the region. Even in Van, he contends, the Russian army forced the Armenian population to
withdraw to Russia, thus driving out the only remnants of the regions Armenian
population. 70 Similarly, in an article published shortly after the pogroms against the
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Armenian population of Baku in mid-January 1990, Ter-Petrosian argued that these events
had destroyed the illusion that the USSR ensured the security of the Armenians.71
The West, too, came in for heavy criticism for its past failures to support Armenia in
moments of crisis. Ktrich Sardarian pointed to the false promises made by the West during
the period of the first Armenian republic, and he criticized the naivete and incompetence of
its Dashnaktsakan leaders. Instead of assessing their limited strength, drawing the right
conclusions from it, and establishing direct relations with the Kemalist Turks, they ineptly
expected the European powers to help Armenia, particularly after the signing of the Treaty of
Sèvres on 10 August 1920. The result of such blindness was further territorial loss,
particularly the inclusion of Mountainous Karabagh and Nakhichevan into the Azerbaijani
Republic. 72 The new ruling party, the APNM, would not entertain such illusions. Its policies
would be realistic and pragmatic, and as Levon Ter-Petrosian stated in an interview shortly
before the elections to the Armenian Supreme Soviet (20 May 1990), its main objective
would be the union of Mountainous Karabagh with Armenia.73
The best that realism and pragmatism could offerdirect and normal relations with
Turkeyhad first to confront the touchy issue of the Armenian genocide and its
consequences. It also had to deal with the fact that Armenians no longer lived on some
eighty-five percent of their historic homeland for the first time in twenty-six centuries of
Armenian history. The ideologists of the APNM argued that, for the sake of independence
and state building, the Armenian genocide should be left off Armenias political agenda. As
Rafayel Ishkhanian put it: In general, it is purposeless to ask various states or the United
Nations for the recognition of the genocide of the Armenians. Lets say that all states and the
United Nations were to recognize that they slaughtered us; what then?74 The issue of the
genocide gave rise to the longest and most heated debate when the Supreme Soviet of
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Armenia discussed the text of the soon to be promulgated Declaration on the Independence
of Armenia (23 August 1990). Ter-Petrosian, at that time president of the Supreme Soviet,
argued against including a clause about the genocide because doing so would be wrong from
both a political and a diplomatic viewpoint. A majority of deputies, however, did not agree
with him. One hundred and thirty-one voted in favor of including a paragraph to the effect
that the Republic of Armenia would support efforts to achieve international recognition of
the Armenian genocide; only twenty-five voted against. 75 To Rafayel Ishkhanian,
Armenian simplistic emotional elements [had] once more prevailed over rationality.76
The position of the APNM did not reflect the sensibilities and views of the broad
spectrum of organizations that voted for the inclusion of such a paragraph. These included
the Armenian Communist Party (ACP) and the two main parties of the diaspora, the
nationalistic ARF and the bourgeois conservative Armenian Democratic Liberal
Organization (ADL). Indeed, these organizations wanted the lost lands of western
Armenia to be mentioned in the declaration as well. Edmond Azadian, a leader of the ADL,
speaking on behalf of his organization in his address to the legislature on 20 August 1990,
put the point as follows:
We have always maintained that the territory of this Republic of Armenia is the
nucleus of tomorrows Greater Armenia. In this respect, we expect the newly formed
government to commit itself to the restoration of our historic rights. More
specifically, the new Republic must include in its on-going agenda the recognition of
the Armenian genocide and our historic territorial claims by the international
community. But the ways, means, and the opportune time to pursue those goals must
be left to the best judgment of our far-sighted leader [i.e. Ter-Petrosian].77
Once the Declaration on the Independence of Armenia was adopted, Ter-Petrosian
and his party came under virulent attack for having abandoned Hay Tad (The Armenian
Cause), a concept that encompasses both genocide recognition and territorial claims. The
ACP led the charge. Vladimir Darbinian, a member of the ACP Central Committee, argued
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in February 1991 that the APNM had promised to support Hay Tad but, having come to
power, it is now gradually ceding its position. In another article, he complained:
These gentlemen have proclaimed that international recognition of the 1915
genocide, the territorial claims, [and] Hay Tad [collectively] constitute an ideology
that can become state policy only when the possibility arises of resolving the
Armenian question.78
While there was an obvious political motive behind the ACPs criticism of the
movement that had just won a parliamentary majority, the ACP was also pointing to a
genuine shift in the position of the APNM. The program upon which the APNM had been
founded, and thanks to which it had won popular support in the recent elections, left little
doubt about its position with regard to the genocide and territorial claims. Three of the
thirteen articles devoted to the goals of the APNM pertained to the Armenian genocide. Art.
6 stated that the APNM would strive to make the supreme soviets of the Armenian SSR and
the USSR recognize the Armenian genocide, and it demanded that the United Nations do so
as well. Art. 7 recommended that 24 April be proclaimed a Day of Remembrance for the
victims of the Armenian genocide and a national holiday in the republic. Art. 8 stated that
the APNM would constantly put forward the demand for reunification of those territories
that were historically part of Armenia and are recognized in international documents as being
Armenian. It added, however, that the realization of that demand is possible only through
the application of such a national policy as is based on the ideological principles of our
movement.79
The ACP was not alone in finding the Declaration on the Independence of Armenia
flawed, despite the fact that on the issue of the genocide Ter-Petrosian had been defeated.
Usually supportive of the new government, the ADL complained that the declaration did not
mention territorial claims resulting from the massacres and deportations. 80 Most members of
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the Dashnaktsutiun, for their part, felt vindicated in their deep suspicion about, and visceral
dislike of, the APNM.
In addition, it appears that the shift in the position of the APNM may not have
reflected the feelings of its popular base. On 24 April 1965, at a time when large-scale street
demonstrations were almost unheard of in the USSR, more than 100,000 Armenians had
taken to the streets to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Armenian genocide and to
make demands on Armenian authorities that they commemorate it some fashion. The
Azerbaijani pogroms against the Armenians of Sumgayit on 27 February 1988, the pogroms
of Kirovabad (currently Ganja) on 21 November 1988, and the pogroms of Baku from 13 to
18 January 1990 had been met by widespread revulsion in Armenia, mobilizing the
Armenian masses first around the Karabagh Committee and then the APNM. The pogroms in
Azerbaijan also exacerbated the memories of the Armenian genocide that had already figured
prominently in the popular discourse of the Karabagh mass demonstrations staged in
Yerevan from February 1988 on. An Armenian anthropologist who collected some 1,000
individual placards displayed by Armenian protesters during the 1988-1990 demonstrations
has shown that by far the single most frequent theme was the Armenian genocidethere
were 315 placards devoted to the genocide. The union of Karabagh with Armenia came a
distant second with only sixty placards.81 Many of the placards devoted to the genocide also
touched upon the Sumgayit pogroms and the fact that they had remained essentially
unpunished. In an interview with the prominent linguist, Souren Zolian, who was part of the
inner circle of the Karabagh Committee during those years, an Israeli-American journalist
concluded the following in regard to the centrality of the genocide in the Armenian psyche:
Zolian, more self-critical than most of his comrades-in-arms, acknowledges that
Karabakh was elevated into a cause célèbre by default. The Armenians needed a
current grievance that would evoke the ultimate past grievance, the 1915 genocide.
They remembered, Zolian said, that back in 1965, the anniversary of 1915 brought
Armenians to the streets in a spontaneous display of national fervor. (Moscow was
unhappy but uncharacteristically tolerant.) Karabakh was initially an abstract
notion, Zolian recalled. People said Karabakh, but what they really meant was
genocide.
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Karabakh had the right mix to become a grievance: it was an isolated Armenian
community, separated from the rest of the nation, at the mercy of Turks (as the
Armenians often refer to the Azeris), unarmed.82
This journalist goes on to refer to the pogroms in Sumgayit, the devastating
earthquake of December 1988, the massacres in Baku, and the arrival of 300,000 Armenian
refugees from Azerbaijan, concluding:
Karabakh was abstract no more. The defense of its 150,000 Armenians against a
second Sumgait became a supreme national priority, to the detriment of almost
everything else.83
The southern (Turkish) orientation of Armenian foreign policy in the years 19901992 thus required that the burdensome matter of the genocide be relegated to the status of
a secondary issue. Such was the view of Gérard Libaridian, who on 22 January 1991 was
appointed by Ter-Petrosian as director of the newly formed Department of Research and
Analysis attached to the presidium of the National Assembly. This was to be the startingpoint of a remarkable political career for a diasporan Armenian who some two years earlier
had worked for the Armenian Revolutionary Federation, which had been, and remained,
completely opposed to Ter-Petrosians approach to the genocide and Armeno-Turkish
relations.84 In his address to the Second Congress of the APNM in Yerevan on 25 November
Yoav Karny, Highlanders: A Journey to the Caucasus in Quest of Memory (New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2000), 389-90. Zolian, like many others, distanced himself from the APNM within a few years and
turned into one its more serious critics in the mid 1990s. In particular, he struggled for the establishment of
the rule of law in Armenia.
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1990, Libaridian critiqued the diasporan Armenians frame of mind thus: [S]ince the
diaspora was caused by the genocide, somehow all our problems could be traced to the Turk,
and we could absolve ourselves of any responsibility.85 And he wondered: Did a strategy of
liberation based on anti-Turkism and anti-communism, on fear of pan-Turkism and hatred
of the Turk, cause the return of an inch of Western Armenian territory or bring us any closer
to Turkish recognition of the genocide?86 To Libaridian, the answers were clear
Armenians could expect at best a symbolic recognition of the Armenian genocide from
Turkey, and even that would not be easy.
If the purpose of obtaining recognition of the genocide is to obtain recognition by
Turkey as a matter of moral and historical justice, then the strategy may require
rethinking. If the purpose of recognition by Turkey is anything beyond that, then the
prospect of never obtaining it could be accepted as a minor failure, as long as some
other purpose is achieved. What Armenians need to understand is that these
other purposes, legitimate or not, eliminate or lessen the possibility of a reversal in
Turkish policy of denial; they also diminish the credibility of the argument with the
international community.87
Beyond the genocide, normalization of relations with Turkey would be beneficial to
Armenia:
Finally, what if having normal diplomatic and economic relations with Turkey is in
the interest of Armenia as well as of Karabagh? Would not improved ArmenoTurkish relations weaken the Azerbaijani negotiating position, the rigidity of which is
based on a policy of strangling the Armenian economy? Should the answer to these
questions be positive, [ ] then the normalization of relations with Turkey would
facilitate Armenias role as a transit route of Caspian Sea hydrocarbon resources.88
This argument was very close to the views propounded by American policy-makers at
the time. Washington argued that Yerevan should be flexible on the merely symbolic issue
of the genocide as well as the Karabagh conflict in exchange for a piece of the piea
reference to the huge reserves of oil and gas lying in the depths of the Caspian Sea and the
economic benefits they could have for the Caucasian states. Forgetting the genocide was
impossible, but it was best to leave it to historians on condition that they promote a happy
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medium between the Armenian position and the Turkish position, something that could
be conducive to a symbolic recognition of the genocide by Turkey.89 To this end, Libaridian
organized a carefully staged genocide conference in Yerevan in April 1995, which launched
the search for the happy medium, and which was the first in a series of such events. 90 At a
symposium held at the French Senate on 17 June 2000 (by then, it had been almost three
years since Libaridian had held a position in the Armenian government), Libaridian made
clear that neither the genocide nor its recognition should serve as a basis for Armenias
foreign policy and relations with Turkey. 91 The happy medium required balanced
judgment, equating the two sides, or narratives, of the issue: It seems that the two sides
struggling for and against the recognition of the genocide are repeating the logic of the past
in order to justify it. 92 His speech, which was widely attacked in the Armenian press,
received a glowing review by a journalist close to the APNM.93
The APNMs strong dislike of the Soviet Union and Russia was reflected in its
advocacy of a reassessment of the past and realism with respect to the present. Many
APNM ideologists, including members of the Karabagh Committee itself, even placed some
of the blame for the genocide on Armenians. Upon returning from Yerevan, French historian
Jacques Julliard marveled in his column of the weekly Le Nouvel Observateur at the
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comments of the late Hampartsoum Galstian, then mayor of Yerevan. Galstian told him that
whereas the reality of the genocide was beyond doubt, Armenians had to have the courage
of examining directly the attitude that was theirs at that time and their inability to keep the
balance even between the Turks and their Russian foes

. Julliard was enthusiastic:

Formidable courage, by which Turkish leaders might do well to get inspired. When,
then, will President Turgut Özal kneel down to ask forgiveness from the Armenians,
as Willy Brandt had the capacity to do from the Jews?94
Ter-Petrosian himself gave a speech in which he blamed the ARF for helping to
provoke the genocide. The ARF had collaborated with the Committee of Union and
Progress, he said, as a result of which the vigilance of the Armenian people came to a
standstill. He also argued that at its Eighth General Congress, the ARF had decided that the
Ottoman Armenians should take part in the general mobilization of their country for World
War I and accept conscription. Had they resisted conscription, Ter-Petrosian argued,
Armenians might not have escaped the planned extermination, but they could have organized
self-defense in many places and avoided total extermination.95
Anti-Soviet and anti-Russian inclinations also led the APNMs ideologists and leaders
to deride the existence of pan-Turkism. Thus, Rafayel Ishkhanian wrote:
I was curious whether today foreign sources are writing about the existence of
contemporary Pan-Turkism and about its plan to annihilate Armenia. I could not
come across any information.96
In fact, the term pan-Turkism referred to Ankaras foreign policy which at that time
hoped to draw on kinship ties among Turkic peoples to increase Turkeys influence in Central
Asia and Azerbaijan. The hope was that linguistic and cultural ties would foster
collaboration and enable Turkey to achieve one of its long-term goals, namely, the
establishment of territorial continuity with Azerbaijan and, if possible, Central Asia. For the
APNM, however, pan-Turkism was the bogeyman that the Armenian Communist Party and
the Armenian Revolutionary Federation were using to maintain Armenias dependence on
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the Soviet Union, and after the latters collapse, on Russia. These very same forces had
opposed independence.97 Thus, the ARF and the late Hrair Maroukhian, its leader at the
time, were accused of collusion with Moscow and the KGB.98
There are truths best perceived by mediocre minds, because they are most suited to
them, said Nietzsche.99 The fate of Ter-Petrosians southern orientation corroborated the
skepticism, if not hostility, of the more parochial leaders of Soviet Armenia and the diaspora
toward that policy. To be sure, it could be that their views were suffused with ignorance,
narrow-mindedness, prejudice, or self-interest. It could also be that some of those leaders
were following Moscows directives. Whatever the case, the ideas of the often-brilliant
intellectuals that formed the Karabagh Committee failed the test of practice, at least during
Ter-Petrosians tenure.
There were reasons for such a failure. The ideas were based on a great number of
assumptions, some of which were highly dubious. One was that Turkey would be as
interested in normalizing relations with Armenia as Armenia was with Turkey. After all, it
takes two to make a happy marriage. Second was the assumption that Mountainous
Karabagh could be united in one way or another with Armenia and normal relations could be
established with Turkey at the same time. Third, it was expected that Turkey could forget
the genocide issue, since Armenia was putting it aside. Fourth, it was assumed that
attachment to kinship, not to say racial, ties, and to pan-Turkic feelings, was not important in
Turkey and would not hinder a policy that the APNM viewed as highly rational. Finally, one
must add the APNMs poor judgment about, or perhaps ignorance of, the political views
prevailing in the Turkish ruling class and the state of Turkish public opinion.
Perspectives and patterns of reasoning inspired by pan-Turkism have dominated
public discourse in Turkey since the end of the 1980s. The most widespread newspapers,
Hürriyet or Milliyet for instance, would refer commonly to the Turkic peoples of the Soviet
Union as dis Türkler (outside Turks, or foreign Turks). The hegemonic ideology
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among the ruling elements and many establishment academics and intellectuals came from a
right-wing think-tank called Aydinlar Ocagi (Hearth of Intellectuals). Upon the foundation
of the Hearth of Intellectuals in 1970, its ideas defined first and foremost the program of the
fascist and pan-Turkist Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi (Nationalist Action Party), or MHP. As
one scholar puts it, the efforts of Aydinlar Ocagi to present a legitimate façade for extreme
nationalist and racist ideas are extremely important if the MHP is to establish its own version
of Turkish nationalism. 100 From the late 1970s, however, communication and contacts
between the Kemalist military-civilian bureaucracy and the Hearth of the Intellectuals
increased significantly and resulted in the legitimization of the ideology of that think-tank.
Its glorification of the Turkish state and national culture appealed to the military junta that
seized power after the 1980 coup. The military invited the Hearth to participate actively in
drafting the 1982 constitution, while it excluded almost all other civilian organization from
that process. About this same time, the Hearth proposed a program of National Consensus
(Millî Mutabakatlar) based on a new doctrine of the Turkish-Islamic Synthesis (TürkIslam Sentezi). 101 A German Turkologist suggests that this doctrine seeks, as this concept
already indicates, to set Islam in a Turkish-national, if not pan-Turkist-racist, framework
[

].102 With the erosion of Kemalism as the hegemonic ideological foundation of the

Turkish state and the exacerbation of the Kurdish problem in the 1980s, the notion of the
Turkish-Islamic Synthesis spread to the Left. For instance, the prominent left-wing politician
and current prime minister, Bülent Ecevit, advocates completely similar positions in many
matters.
The Hearth of Intellectuals propagates by no means a simplistic form of pan-Turkism.
It proposes establishing a federation of Turkic-speaking states, inclusive of Persian-
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speaking Tajikistan, under the leadership of Turkey. 103 Solidarity with Azerbaijan fits with
the expansionist character of this ideology.
Under the influence of these pan-Turkic visions, the Turkish public was euphoric
about Turkeys foreign policy opportunities at the beginning of the 1990s. Communism and
the Soviet Union had collapsed, and out of their ruins, almost miraculously, were emerging
new states populated by Muslim ethnic cousins. Here is how a professor of the prestigious
department of political science at Ankara University describes those joyful days:
In this exuberant atmosphere slogans like Turkish world from the Adriatic to the
China Sea were heard from such mouths as that of the president of the Republic.
Demands started to rise especially from the ranks of racist and/or religious right-wing
circles for military intervention to the Nagorno-Karabakh turmoil in Azerbaijan (or to
Bosnia, to Mosul in Iraq, or to the Gulf War).
The authors of these demands (which were by no means restricted to the right-wing
circles mentioned above) not only required an abandonment of the status quo policy
on the basis of concrete and isolated cases, but also attacked the very philosophy of
this policy. According to them, Turkey faced a great opportunity and it could no
longer be content with what it had. In such a lucky period, the Misak-i Millî frontiers
were squeezing Turkeys throat and should be overlapped.104
On the whole, Turkish foreign policy remained cautious until about 1991 because the
ministry of foreign affairs resisted such enthusiasm. 105 By early 1992, however, the ministry
had realized that there was no possibility of following the traditional policy of status quo as
such, because the old status quo existed no more. 106 A new world of possibilities was
opening up before Turkey, and Turkey had to shape that new world. Thus emerged Turkeys
new active foreign policy (aktif dýþ politika), also referred to as neo-Ottomanism.107
Because Azerbaijan played a central role in the new policy, Turkey would not allow the
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consolidation of Armenian victories in Mountainous Karabagh, nor would it be inclined to
normalize relations with Armenia.
Indeed, along with the factors shaping Turkish foreign policy mentioned earlier, there
were others no less important. These were described in Article 165 of a report submitted to
the parliamentary assembly of the Western European Union (WEU) on the occasion of
Turkeys accession to associate membership in that body:
It should be noted that claims of ethnic and religious kinship with Azerbaijan are not
the only reasons for Turkeys uncompromising attitude towards Armenia, which it
repeatedly has stigmatized as the aggressor. It has also strategic and political reasons
to resent a possible Armenian military and political success in the conflict. One of
them is that Armenian success would only reinforce Armenias claim to the region in
north-eastern Turkey which used to be inhabited by Armenians before the mass
deportations mentioned in paragraph 152 took place. Armenian success would also
harm Turkeys stand as tutor and protector of Muslim populations in Transcaucasia
and Central Asia. Furthermore, Armenia has good relations with Iran, which has
treated the country and its population far more benevolently throughout history than
Turkey. Armenian success would therefore also give a boost to Irans political
prestige, not especially desirable for Turkey.108
In response to the various factors that shaped Turkish foreign policy, Turkey did not
establish diplomatic relations with Armenia. It set Armenias explicit abandonment of
territorial designs on Turkey, of allegations of Turkeys culpability for the genocide of
Armenians, and a Karabakh solution as preconditions to diplomatic ties.109 From an
Armenian perspective, these preconditions were groundless and unacceptable for Armenia
as humiliating for its national dignity, as the director of the Institute of Oriental Studies of
the Armenian National Academy of Sciences suggested.110 In sum, all the assumptions upon
which the views of the APNM and Ter-Petrosians subsequent foreign policy toward Turkey
were based proved unrealistic. Nevertheless, armed with the ideas of what came to be called
the new thinking, Ter-Petrosian attempted throughout his tenure to establish normal
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relations with Turkey. He did so despite the fact that the late Turkish president, Turgut Özal,
stated on 6 March 1992 that on the matter of Karabakh, it is necessary to scare the
Armenians a little bit. Özal also dispatched several dozen officers to advise and train the
Azerbaijani army, and he deployed about fifty thousand military reinforcements along the
Armenian border.111 When the Armenians captured the town of Shushi (or Shusha) in May
1992, Özal accused the Armenians of aggression and threatened to send the Turkish army
into the Caucasus. This public threat was immediately answered by Marshal Evgenii
Shaposhnikov, the commander-in-chief of the Joint Armed Forces of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS). He warned that such a move could lead to a third world war,
which served to define more clearly the limits of acceptable Turkish activities in the
region.112 Nevertheless, shortly before his death in April 1993, President Özal, clearly
alluding to the 1915 genocide, stated that Armenia has not learned its lesson from the
experience in Anatolia and the punishment inflicted.113 This statement, which figured
prominently in the Armenian press, further undermined the credibility of Ter-Petrosians
southern orientation and the political position of its proponents.
Thus, after more than seven years in power, Ter-Petrosian had little to show for his
efforts to improve relations with Turkey. People close to the regime would put a brave face
on it by pointing to the vital shipments of wheat that reached Armenia from Turkey during
the harsh winter of 1992-1993, while glossing over the Turkish blockade of the country.
They would not mention that Ankara forced Armenian civil flights to land in Turkey and
delayed for months the delivery of humanitarian relief.114 They also did not account for the
financial details of that arrangement:
After many Byzantine tactics and months of delay, Turkey finally agreed to ship
Armenia 100,000 metric tons of wheat, which the European community had promised
to replace. After humiliating Armenias entire population in bread lines, Turkey at
last began shipping the wheat across the border, at a very slow pace and at a very
high price. The transportation of wheat all the way from Russia to Armenia costs
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only two dollars per metric ton, payable in devalued rubles; Turkey charged $56 per
ton in hard currency. Armenia was forced to deplete her foreign currency reserves to
avoid bread riots.115
Libaridian has argued that more progress was made with regard to recognition of the
genocide under Ter-Petrosian than during the three preceding decades. The first
breakthrough, according to him, was the participation of a Turkish sociologist at the 1995
genocide conference in Yerevan. The second occurred when the mayor of a city near
Istanbul visited Yerevan and the Martyrs Monument. Libaridian construes both events as
having occurred with the acquiescence of the Turkish government.116 In addition to these
achievements, Ter-Petrosians policies secured the on and off opening of an air corridor. 117
In fact, what was at first a wise policy became, at least in the medium run, a
humiliating embarrassment for most Armenians. Many, including the current Armenian
president, Robert Kocharian, believe that Ter-Petrosians policy toward Turkey proved
counter-productive, for it gave Ankara the impression that Armenia was so desperate as to be
inclined to accept anything to establish normal relations and lift the Turkish blockade. A
modicum of flexibility on the part of the Turkish governments towards Armenia might have
gone a long way to legitimate Ter-Petrosians policies and improve the economic plight of
the Armenian population. It might also have been an important step in the much-needed
confidence building process required to establish normal relations. Finally, it might have
facilitated a number of regional arrangements about pipelines and other matters,
arrangements that would have been, first and foremost, in Turkeys interest.
The other element of Ter-Petrosians southern strategy was the effort beginning in
1991 to distance Armenia from Russia. The results were telling. The Soviet 23rd Division
of the 4th Army joined Azerbaijani Interior Ministry troops in driving out of Azerbaijan in
May 1991 the only Armenian population left outside Mountainous Karabagh, that of the
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districts (raions) of Khanlar and Shaumyanovsk. 118 Operation Ring, as it was called,
forced more than 20,000 Armenian villagers to become displaced people, and many others
were brutalized and killed. It was also a clear message of warning from Moscow, a reply to
the anti-Russian and anti-Soviet rhetoric of the APNM. Within a few months, the Armenian
leadership changed its position. Unlike Georgia, Armenia signed the Alma-Ata Declaration
on 21 December 1991 and thus joined the Commonwealth of Independent States at the time
of its establishment. 119 As a result, the Russian attitude toward Armenia changed drastically
in a period when the Azerbaijani Popular Front was indulging in strident anti-Soviet and then
anti-Russian rhetoric. By the spring of 1992, Karabagh Armenians would celebrate their first
major battlefield victories in what was becoming a full-scale war with Azerbaijan. Turkish
threats of intervention in the Caucasus only pushed Armenia farther into Russias arms. In
contrast to both Azerbaijan and Georgia, Armenia signed the Tashkent Collective Security
Treaty on 15 May 1992, thereby joining a defense alliance of some of the CIS states. 120 Not
even a week earlier, Karabagh Armenians captured the strategic town of Shushi (or Shusha).
Since that time, Armenia has become increasingly dependent on Russia, especially in the
military and economic fields. It has signed a 20-year treaty of military cooperation with
Russia, allowed Russian bases to stay in Armenia, and permitted Russian soldiers to guard
Armenias borders with Turkey and Iran.
Thus, Ter-Petrosians new thinking failed to attain its goals in yet another arena. In
the end, Armeno-Russian relations were little changed, and the Armenian government found
itself vulnerable to charges that it was repeating the three-hundred-year-old mistake that
Ishkhanian had so vehemently denounced. Gone were the days when APNM ideologists
would refer to Russian and Soviet rule in Armenia as slavery. Even a modicum of
flexibility on the part of Turkey might have led to a different outcome, keeping Armenia out
of Russias orbit, enhancing western and Turkish interests, and giving more substance to
Armenias independence. But no such flexibility was forthcoming.
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All the issues concerning political orientation and ideology came together in a heated
debate on the so-called national ideology (azgayin gaghaparakhosoutyoun or
gaghaparabanoutyoun) of Armenia. The concept itself was rather fuzzy. It seems to have
referred, in the minds of the opposition at least, to the historical myths, half-truths, and
truths that often form the foundation for the self-image of nations and their political agendas.
Some nations feel chosen, others believe in some kind of destiny shaping their history,
others feel blessed with a mission to spread civilization or democracy. Ter-Petrosian
and his allies inserted into the debate a question about the very existence of a national
ideology. Presidential advisers Ktrich Sardaryan and Ashot Bleyan, a former MP and exFirst Deputy Minister of Sciences and Education, were particularly active in denying that the
Armenian nation had values and ideals inherited from the past that defined its identity and
position in the world. In response to a question about national ideology in his fateful press
conference of 26 September 1997 that served as the launch pad for his resignation, TerPetrosian expressed his administrations position on the matters as follows:
Q.: The necessity of a national ideology and a national mission has recently been the
focus of our politicians, and you have called national ideology a pseudo-category.
Was it a political, scientific, or philosophical comment?
Ter-Petrosian: It was neither a philosophical nor a political or scientific. It was a
very simple human idea coming from my conception of democracy. I called national
ideology a pseudo-category and I repeat it today. What do they mean by a national
ideology? Only one thingwhich the whole nation should accept. A whole nation
accepts one single ideology only in totalitarian systems, only in ideologized states. If
there is democracy, no one can impose any ideology. Today, every ideology in
Armenia is a national one to me, because each of them projects the best way of
solving the national issues in itself. If a nation is forced to accept a national ideology,
that is the end of democracy.121
Thus, to Ter-Petrosian the concept of national consensus (azgayin
hamadzaynoutyoun) was a fake political category.122 In an interview with AIM (Armenian
International Magazine), he added that history is a fake science. 123 None of this sat well
with the Armenian intelligentsia in general and the academic establishment in particular,
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most of whom loathed Ter-Petrosian and his regime. Academic articles were published
showing that a national ideology did exist in the course of Armenias history and that of
various nations, and that national ideology has a specific content and function. One
scholar argued that it formalizes national mythologies and provides a sense of mission
linking ones internal spiritual life with the historic experience and role of ones nation in the
world. It also shapes national identity, of which the main stable foundation was the
homeland.124 Another scholar began his essay as follows: National Ideology is a real
concept (Haskatsoutyoun), and it is entirely knowable scientifically. 125 Yet another stated
that the propaganda and activities of the new regime had attempted to sow disappointment,
denial, and even hatred in the people toward what they themselves have created. This is
the bitter mentality of nihilism, with which this new generation of Armenians came to
power.126 For his part, the head of the Communist Party of Armenia (CPA) Sergei Badalian
stated in his report to the 33rd CPA Congress that one of the tasks of the party was to protect
the nation from spiritual genocide.127 Perhaps the most devastating criticism, however,
came from the holder of the chair in Armenian history at Yerevan State University,
Lendroush Khourshoudian. In a book published shortly after his death in 1999,
Khourshoudian put forward a number of themes that were then used efficiently against TerPetrosian and his allies. The APNM, he argued, rejects national ideology, because it wants
to replace it with a state ideology (petakan gaghaparakhosoutyoun). He continued:
However, the problem is that the APNM was not in a condition to create its own
original state ideology. The defeatist leadership of Armenia was guided by disparate,
a-national (apazgayin), populist ideas, which were borrowed from the international
arsenals of a-national forces.128
Indeed, the opposition portrayed the president and his associates as being a-national
(apazgayin), in their essence. The criticism only intensified after Bleyan went on a peace
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mission to Azerbaijan in the spring of 1993, and after Sardarian and Bleyan founded a
political organization called Nor Ughi [New Path] that same year that advocated the return
of Mountainous Karabagh to the status quo ante as an autonomous region within Azerbaijan.
As a result, the opposition began to charge the Ter-Petrosian administration with treason.
When Ter-Petrosian repeated most of the arguments of Nor Ughi during his press conference
on 26 September 1997 and was then publicly supported by presidential advisor Sardarian, he
ended up being associated even more closely with widely despised individuals in the minds of
the people.129
Revolutionary movements and political systems require a more or less convincing
ideology to justify, legitimize, and naturalize their agendas and authority.130 The remarkably
successful mobilization of the Armenian masses from 1988 to 1990 had much to do with the
populist themes that the Karabagh Committee had so intelligently woven into what looked
like a coherent ideology. By 1994, Ter-Petrosians regime had no credible ideological
superstructure within Armenia. An American anthropologist who lived in Armenia until
1994 makes this observation:
Popular discourse expressed the opinion that history and the nation were going
backward (het enk gnum), which Armenians illustrated with the apparent, ironic
reversals of many of the individual goals of the national movement prior to 1991.131
Far from considering history a fake science, Armenians sought refuge in their long
historical memory to make sense of their fate in a period of socioeconomic dislocation and
anomie. They felt overpowered by feelings of disillusionment and betrayal by the people
they themselves had brought to power. The same anthropologist states that underlying
accounts of rupture and regression, reference to national history persisted both in hyperbolic
form, as in the joke about Grigor the Illuminator and Levon the Terminator, and in domestic
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conversation.132 The emperors new clothes appeared beautiful only in the West, where
Ter-Petrosian was praised by politicians, some academics, and some members of the
Armenian Diaspora.
3. Citizenship and the diaspora
Ter-Petrosians policies toward the Armenian diaspora did not help his popularity either.
From the start, he and his advisers put down diaspora Armenians as being inept romantics in
the political arena. The first signs of the tension between the Karabagh Movement and the
three political parties of the diaspora appeared in the joint statement that these parties
issued in October 1988 that called upon their valiant brethren in Armenia and Karabagh to
forgo such extreme acts as work stoppages, student strikes, and some radical calls and
expressions that unsettle public life in Armenia. In a rare show of unity, the Hunchakian
Social Democratic Party, the ARF, and the ADLO were worried at the time about harming
the good standing of our nation in its relations with the higher Soviet bodies and other
Soviet republics.133 The least one can say is that this statement was not well received by the
Karabagh Committee members.
The tension between the APNM and the ARF increased. At the second congress of
the APNM (23-25 November 1990), Libaridian delivered a speech dealing with the diaspora.
It was not kind to the three traditional parties.
Before it can wear its age as a sign of strength, the Hunchakian Party must explain
why it was possible to declare for decades that the Sovietization of Armenia
represents the realization of all political dreams of Armenians. Before it can
impatiently demand that the new government of Armenia lay claim to Western
Armenian territories, the Ramgavar Party must explain why it could live without any
such concerns for decades without feeling it was betraying national interests. Before
it can use the issue of genocide as a stick against the new government, the
Platz, 136. The joke in question runs thus: The history of Armenia begins with Grigor the Illuminator
(Grigor Lusavorich) and ends with Levon the Terminator (Levon Anjatich). Grigor the Illuminator is a
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Dashnaktsutiune must explain how the party could be engulfed in the 1950s anticommunism of the Cold War for two decades that it would forget about Turkey. This
most important of diaspora political parties must explain why it is that in November
1988 its leadership could ask everyone to dedicate themselves solely to issues of
economic development of an Armenia governed by the Communist Party, thus
helping extend the rule of the former regime and delaying the coming of democracy.
But then, as a democratic government is elected, the party leadership reverses its
stand, questions the legitimacy of that government, and seeks to replace it. 134
In the view of the APNM, diaspora Armenians should not meddle in the political life
of Armenia; rather, they should content themselves with providing financial aid and
strengthening statehood, which meant more or less supporting the policies of the
government.135 Those who provided such aid soon discovered that it had a tendency to
evaporate. This is what one of the top leaders of the very moderate ADLO, whose well-to-do
members were not ill-disposed toward the new regime and often supported the country
financially, wrote in 1993:
Although the country is in dire need of foreign investments, it has not yet developed
laws to protect foreign capital. Almost all joint ventures have turned sour. Diaspora
Armenians who (motivated by patriotism or profit) have tried to start businesses or
engage in joint ventures have soon found out that they are being ripped off. But the
saddest realization comes when they learn that their corrupt partners enjoy protection
from higher echelons in the government.... Another factor is the attitude of the ruling
class to the opposition. The tolerance level of that ruling class is dangerously low....
Even responsible people make irresponsible pronouncements: they deplore the multiparty system, or naively call for a docile opposition policy, completely ignoring the
dynamics of social and political forces in a healthy democracy. 136
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The wealthy honorary consul of the Republic of Armenia in India fully shared these
concerns about deepening corruption and the difficulties that Diaspora Armenians
experienced trying to do business in Armenia. Without a kopeck, without any knowledge
of the language of his new country, with the just sweat of his brow, with his labor, the
diaspora survivor succeeded. [The Armenian] did not beg in a foreign country, why should
he beg in his homeland?137
As the longest serving diaspora Armenian in the government and a close associate of
the president, Libaridian was one of the few members of the leadership who knew anything
about the diaspora.138 He was, indeed, instrumental in shaping the governments diaspora
policies. His views about diaspora aid and benefactors were unlikely to endear him to
diasporan Armenians trying to do business in Armenia:
And the price this government pays and these people, when every goddamned rich
Armenian, who comes, or organization [sic], to give 50,000 dollars or something,
they have to negotiate your pride and dignity, bring you down to the level of a fourth
world country and insult people. Unwittingly.139
In the United States, an elaborate network of Armenians dissatisfied with the
established organizations of the diaspora was mobilized to support the goals of the
government. In the 1980s, many of them had been involved in, or had gravitated around, the
Zoryan Institute. By the 1990s, the supporters of the Ter-Petrosian regime had gathered
around AIM, the Armenian International Magazine, or were under the influence of its
coverage of news from Armenia. Efforts were made by the government to splinter diaspora
political parties. In the case of the ADLO and the Hunchakian party, these efforts were fully
successful. The ARF, which had adopted a negative attitude toward the Karabagh
Committee and the APNM from their very inception, also underwent some internal agitation.
It did not, however, split. After its dismal showing in the 1991 presidential elections, that
party stepped up the intensity of its criticism of the regime and Ter-Petrosian personally.
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Faced with substantial discontent in the National Assembly, where a majority of
deputies had just voted to put the recognition of the Republic of Mountainous Karabagh by
Armenia on the agenda, Ter-Petrosian took a bold step. 140 On 29 June 1992, he delivered a
90-minute televised address to the nation, accusing the leaders of the ARF of collusion with
the KGB and of having raised funds for Armenia and Mountainous Karabagh that never
reached their destinations. He also gave its top leader, the late Hrair Maroukhian, forty-eight
hours to leave the country at a time when the general congress of that organization was
scheduled to open the next day.141 This was not merely a message to the ARF  it was a
warning shot for the opposition in general and the diasporan parties in particular. Libaridian
explained the attack on a man whose protégé he had once been until they parted in a bitter
dispute in 1988 as follows:
[Ter-Petrosian] took on the most powerful man of the most powerful [diaspora]
organization and it was a message [that said] in a way, from my point of view to the
diaspora: Know your place! You are not running this republic!
This is not an all142
Armenian government.
The symbolic issue of dual citizenship also became a major source of discord. The
government decided to deny its citizens the right to be simultaneously a citizen of another
country. For many diasporan Armenians who thought naively that their Armenian ethnicity
entitled them to Armenian citizenship, this was a major disappointment. It meant that there
was no such a thing as a one and indivisible Armenian nation. The president, however,
justified his decision during the fateful interview of 26 September 1997 with the following
words:
Now about dual citizenshipI have already expressed my opinion in [sic] that issue.
I think the Diaspora must be so generous as to understand why we have denied the
double citizenship. I have tried to explain it.
We have very serious problems. If we had adopted the double citizenship, today we
would not have had an army. Would the Diaspora want Armenia not to have an
army? Would the Diaspora want Karabakh to be defeated? It is a shame. A great
Interview given to Soren Theisen on 1 September 1992, as quoted in Razmik Panossian, Between
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many young Armenians ran away from Armenia together with their families not to
serve in the army. If they had double citizenship, none of them would serve in our
army.143
A well-known Armenian political observer and columnist responded as follows:
[The presidents] answers concerning dual citizenship

were also extremely

unconvincing.144 Indeed, all existing evidence suggests that the absence of dual citizenship
has not prevented tens of thousands of young Armenian males from settling abroad and
avoiding military service. At least one million Armenians have emigrated since 1990. For
the sons of the wealthy, who enriched themselves under Ter-Petrosians rule, avoiding
conscription became a matter of several thousand dollars paid as a bribe. The real reason for
forbidding dual citizenship was to secure the monopoly of the indigenous nouveaux riches
on the Armenian economy, the political system (cf. the financing of parties), and the media.
It was used, to quote Heidegger, as a bulwark against the on-rush of the alien. 145 The same
mentality inspired some groups that opposed selling Armenias large enterprises to foreign
companies. For instance, the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs headed by Telman
Ter-Petrosian favored protecting heavy industry from international pressure.146
The result of these policies was to undermine potential support from the diaspora, to
sharpen its preexisting dissentions and hatreds, and to co-opt a few individuals and
organizations, most of whom represented little other than themselves. On the other hand,
many, even among those who kept providing some help to Armenia for patriotic reasons,
viewed these policies as detrimental to the future of the Armenian people. For members of
the ARF, the governments policies were viewed as a-national. In general, most diasporans
privatized or personalized their help by circumventing official channels, giving their
money directly to a specific group or family.
Nevertheless, the potential of diasporan Armenians, whatever one might think of their
organizations and leaders, could not be dismissed easily. Tigran Sargisian, chairman of the
Association of Armenian Banks, reported that $350 million entered Armenia yearly from
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abroad as financial aid.147 This figure represented almost 19 percent of GDP for 1998 ($1.85
billion). Forty percent of such transfers came from Russia, which suggests that about fifty
percent came from the West and the Middle East, areas where the historic parties of the
Diaspora have solid roots, especially the ADLO and the ARF.148
More generally, corruption, lack of confidence in the regime, an inadequate and
unreliable legal and judicial system, and arbitrary taxation kept foreign direct investment
(FDI) in Armenia at very low levels. The EBRD estimated the cumulative total of FDI from
1991 to 1997 at a mere $102.8 million. In 1998, after Ter-Petrosians resignation and the
launching of a reasonably rational privatization program that was more open to foreign
investors FDI jumped to $228 million.149 The APNMs views and policies, the growing
authoritarian tendencies of the Ter-Petrosian regime, the rigged presidential elections of
1996, and the violence that the elections provoked also contributed to diminishing aid to
Armenia from the diaspora, as suggested by the difficulties the Armenia Fund had in raising
money during its 1997 telethon in North America: only about $1 million was pledged, which
billionaire Kirk Kerkorian matched with another million. The total was about threefold less
than the amount of money raised the previous year.
FDI is extremely important for a small, landlocked country of less than three million
inhabitants undergoing a transition from a planned to a market economy. In the opinion of
two economists, [I]t is likely that the Armenian Diaspora, by itself, could provide sufficient
foreign investment to improve the countrys macroeconomic performance.150 This is all the
more true in view of the fact that the average foreign investment package in Armenia varied
from $100,000 to $200,000 up through 1998.151
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4. Pragmatic authoritarianism
Growing authoritarianism, unsolved political killings, politically motivated trials, pressures,
and restrictions on the press constituted additional factors undermining the regimes
popularity.152 Preliminary blows were the rigged parliamentary elections and the rigged
referendum on the adoption of the constitution that took place on 5 July 1995.153 Even more
important, however, were the fraudulent presidential elections of 22 September 1996. The
election results were made public by the Central Electoral Commission (CEC) on 29
September. According to the official tally, Ter-Petrosian had received 51.7 percent of the
vote, while his main challenger, Vazgen Manoukian, had received 41.29 percent. A runoff
between these two candidates had thus been avoided. 154 As after the parliamentary elections
of the preceding year, most Western organizations were only mildly critical of the election
process.155 The OSCE concluded that the voting and counting process were causing
of investment was the most common among the 1,200 registered businesses with foreign participation
registered in Armenia by the time the above-mentioned article was published. Experts estimated that no
more than 20 percent of them were still operational then.
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concern for the overall integrity of the election process. 156 The International Foundation for
Election Systems (IFES) was deeply concerned about some of the violations which were
witnessed and which have given rise to both domestic and international questioning of the
integrity of the election process and the outcome. As a palliative, IFES came up with the
idea that the CEC should carry out extensive investigations into what had happened. The
problem was that the CEC was the very body that had falsified the result of the elections in
the first place.157
Most Armenians are convinced that Ter-Petrosian failed to win a plurality, let alone a
majority, of the votes in 22 September balloting.158 Their suspicions were reinforced when
four members of the CEC announced on 25 September that Manoukian had actually amassed
sixty percent of the vote.159 Seasoned RFE/RL political analyst Elizabeth Fuller aptly
described the election as yet another step in the direction of pragmatic authoritarianism in
the republic, a trend that she noted had begun with the suspension of the main opposition
party, the ARF, in December 1994.160 Another RFE/RL analyst remarked that the elections
had led to a genuine crisis of legitimacy for the regime.161 Many Armenians agreed. On
the morning of 23 September, perhaps 200,000 Armenians gathered on Yerevans Freedom
Square to protest the election process and its supposed results. By then, however, the writing
was on the wall. Ter-Petrosian did not even bother to wait for the count to be completed
before he toasted his victory with champagne on state-controlled television that afternoon.
After that celebratory moment, he could no longer back out of the presidency.
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The political crisis reached a climax during a mass rally of 150,000 to 200,000
Armenians on Freedom Square on 25 September. Vazgen Manoukian left the rally to meet
with the CEC to demand that they allow an independent recount of the ballots. He did not
return for two hours, at which point the demonstrators broke into the parliament building and
beat up its chairman, Babken Ararktsian, and its vice-chairman, Ara Sahakian. Vazgen
Sargsian then intervened with an armed detachment and ordered the soldiers and the police to
shoot at the legs of the demonstrators. Sargsian himself actually participated in the shooting.
That evening, the president elect, Vazgen Sargsian, and national security minister Serzh
Sargsian appeared on Television Channel One and took the opportunity to announce that an
attempted coup détat had taken place. This was followed by legal action against a number
of deputies, some of whom went into hiding. Several hundred individuals were arrested.
Manoukian and former national security advisor Ashot Manoucharian responded by
appealing to the constitutional court to nullify the results of the election because of
widespread fraud. Not surprisingly, the appeal was rejected.162
Thus, popular protest had been crushed by military force, legal recourse had been
perverted, and a president had been elected fraudulently. Internationally, the elections
tarnished Ter-Petrosians image, but the West did not dwell on the problem. A weak
president has his uses  western pressures on Ter-Petrosian increased in 1997. But even
more than his image in the West, it was the presidents own self-image, his ego ideal, that
was tarnished. Vano Siradeghian, his right hand man and minister of interior at the time,
reported subsequently that after those events the president fell into a three-month
depression. He added:
He wanted both Vazgen Sarkisian [Sargsian] and myself to resign our posts. But it
looked like he didnt want anything. The whole state apparatus was demoralized,
paralyzed and no government was formed during [the ensuing] three months.163
Ter-Petrosian realized that he had in effect taken power in a coup détat. 164 Clearly,
he had to make some kind of change of course to have any hope of restoring public
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confidence in his administration. In fact, Siradeghian later revealed that the cabinet hadnt
worked since January 1996 (that is, after Bagratian had been told that he would be
dismissed as prime minister after the elections). 165 The fiasco of the elections made the
planned change an urgent necessity. Bagratian, the architect of Armenias radical economic
reforms, resigned on 4 November in the face of harsh criticism from APNM leaders, who
blamed him for the poor showing by the president. Ter-Petrosian appointed Armen
Sarkisian, Armenias ambassador to Great Britain, to be the new prime minister that same
day. Untainted by corruption, and highly regarded in the West, Sarkisian seemed like a good
choice. However, he lacked a significant power base within Armenia. An even more
important change in his cabinet came with the departure of Vano Siradeghian, who earlier
had been appointed Yerevans mayor by presidential decree. The interior and national
security ministries were now merged into a single portfolio under the control of Serzh
Sargsian. Vazgen Sargsian retained his post as minister of defense. This arrangement would
prove to be critical more than a year later, for these two ministers were to play critical roles
in the ouster of the president.
On 8 November, Ter-Petrosian gave his formal endorsement to the new cabinet,
which received a vote of confidence from the National Assembly on 29 November. Health
problems, and perhaps the realization that he would be unable to convince the APNM to
accept needed reforms, led Armen Sarkisian to tender his resignation on 6 March 1997.
Levon Zurabian, the presidential press spokesman, revealed four days later that the president
would not yet accept the resignation. 166 The presidents hesitation was understandable. The
governments approval ratings had finally begun to recover, but Ter-Petrosian found himself
forced to find a new prime minister. 167 Finally, on 20 March 1997, Ter-Petrosian appointed
Robert Kocharian, the president of the unrecognized Republic of Nagorno-Karabakh, to be
Sarkisians replacement. He too was untainted by the corruption prevailing in government
circles in Yerevan.
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For Ter-Petrosian, the choice of Kocharian as prime minister would prove politically
fatal. This was true for at least two reasons. First, Kocharian had a power base in Armenia
in the person of Serzh Sargsian. Second, his views differed substantially from TerPetrosians on a number of key issues, including the resolution of the Karabagh conflict,
Armeno-Turkish relations, and tax collection.
Latent structure is master of obvious structure, Heraclitus wrote. 168 By the fall of
1996, Ter-Petrosian had failed to attain three of the four main goals he had set for his
administration in 1991. Marketization had led to massive corruption and socioeconomic
dislocation, even though some of the foundations of a market economy had been laid. TerPetrosians foreign policy realism had led to humiliation on the one hand and dependence
on Russia on the other. Democratization had led to authoritarianism. It was the
combination of these failures that forced him to resort to electoral fraud and increasing
repression. As for the fourth goal, the union of Mountainous Karabagh with Armenia, the
regime had won the war, but it had yet to win the peace.
Having managed to preserve his position by winning the presidential elections
through force of arms, Ter-Petrosian was now politically dependent upon the so-called
power ministries, and especially on the ministry of defense under Vazgen Sargsian. In this
regard, too, Ter-Petrosian made a major mistake, appointing his flamboyant and corrupt
friend, Vano Siradeghian, who had been head of the national security ministry, to be mayor
of Yerevan. Granted, the mayorship was a very important position, since one-third of
Armenias population lives in its capital. Yet, the appointment cut Siradeghian from the
second most powerful power ministry. Further, the merger of the interior and national
security ministries under Serzh Sargsian added to the presidents blunder. Both Serzh
Sargsian and Robert Kocharian, the new prime minister, were Karabagh Armenians, and the
two were close associates.
Politically, all seemed quiet in the spring of 1997. Popular dissent had been crushed.
The most virulent opposition party, the ARF, had been suspended and its leaders jailed. A
number of political leaders faced trial for their real or imaginary role in the aftermath of the
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elections. The West was still holding discussions with the Armenian government about how
best to remedy the electoral debacle. The parliament was under the tight control of the
APNM. And the cease-fire agreed upon with Azerbaijan in May 1994 was still holding.
However, the seeming tranquility was misleading. Against the backdrop of the underlying
difficulties of the regime, a powerful Karabagh clan was forming under the leadership of
Kocharian and Serzh Sargsian. By the summer, intra-elite conflicts between various clans
within the ruling coalition and the APNM itself were becoming increasingly evident.

IV. Precipitating Factors: Things Fall Apart
The immediate cause of the presidents downfall was a deepening rift within the APNM
leadership over the economic, social, and political foundations of the regime and, more
generally, over its tarnished image. To a great extent, the rift stemmed from the debacle of
the presidential elections, which proved to be a wake-up call for some factions within the
APNM, which realized that they were losing ground in the harsh political environment in for
Armenia. Indeed, the rather theoretical debates that broke out in parliament and the media
were only the tip of the iceberg. The visible divergences hid the real conflicts of interest and
of personality.169
1. The fragmentation of the APNM
In December 1995, at the seventh congress of the APNM, Ter-Petrosian announced that the
social base of his regime would be the class of private property owners that emerged in the
wake of privatization. He apparently believed the APNM and the five smaller parties that
together made up the ruling Hanrapetutyun (Republic) bloc in parliament could become an
Armenian version of the British Conservative Party or the US Republican Party. In April
and June 1995 respectively, the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (led by Telman
Ter-Petrosian) and the Agrarian-Peasant Union were founded, which together were supposed
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to attract entrepreneurs and wealthy farmers and thus form the inner core of the new party
envisioned by the president.170
Signs of political dissention within Ter-Petrosians ruling party quickly became
apparent in late spring 1997, however. Two issues were particularly divisive. The first
concerned draft deferment for university students, an issue over which the speaker of
parliament, Babken Ararktsian, faced off against the defense minister, Vazgen Sargsian.
Whereas Ararktsian was in favor of deferment, Sargsian was against it. The disagreement
led Ararktsian, a very close ally of the president, to hand in his resignation on 11 June. Upon
the intervention of the president, the prime minister, and others, Ararktsian withdrew his
resignation on 16 June, but he had by then been publicly humiliated. 171 The president is said
to have proposed a compromise, and draft deferment nevertheless remained in effect. This
crisis, however, was important not so much because of what was at stake (draft deferment in
practice was a privilege enjoyed by the offspring of the well-to-do, who can enroll for $500
to $1,000 in one of the dozens of dubious private universities that have proliferated in
Yerevan since 1991 to avoid conscription), but because it revealed the power of the defense
ministry, disclosed a specific conflict of interest between the army and the nouveaux riches
associated with the APNM, exposed a fault line between two close allies of the president,
and brought to light the latters inability to manage these conflicts behind the scene before
they became public.
The second issue went to the core of the policies of the party. It opposed a faction led
by the chairman of the parliamentary legal affairs committee, Eduard Yegorian, the former
prime minister, Hrand Bagratian, and the former national security adviser, Davit
Shahnazarian, to another faction led by Ararktsian and former interior minister and then
Yerevan mayor Vano Siradeghian. The first group was made up of individuals who had lost
political ground, or were in the process of losing it, and thus had an axe to grind with the
president, with Siradeghian, or with both. Having drawn some lessons from the path that had
led to the fraudulent presidential elections in 1996, the faction supported the establishment of
legal-rational institutions to buttress capitalistic economic development and restrain
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corruption.172 Whether their concerns were genuine or were only tools to attack a weakened
president and a former minister of the interior famed for his corruption can be debated. The
second group, in contrast, wanted to preserve the status quo, or what Yegorian called
nomenclature capitalism. The conflict reached its apex in July 1997 during the election of
the APNMs chairman, a conflict in which the struggle between Yegorian and Siradeghian
came to a head. Yegorian was advocating a reform of the APNM by making the party more
independent of its leadership and closer to the people; establishing a dialogue with all
parties; improving relations with the diasporan parties and encouraging them to form a
coordinated platform and structure that would be beneficial to the resolution of national
problems.173 At a meeting of the APNMs board preceding the partys Ninth Congress, TerPetrosian made clear his opposition to Yegorians reform program and to Yegorians
candidacy as chair.174 Lacking the presidents support, Yegorians was defeated on 13 July.
His defeat signaled an end to the bid to reform the party. The deepening divisions within the
APNM contributed to the formation of number of splinter groups. In late May 1997, before
the Ninth Congress of the party convened, Bagratian founded a new party called Azatoutyoun
(Freedom), to which several high-ranking APNM members defected.175 No sooner had the
APNM congress ended than Yegorian announced on 18 July that he would leave the ruling
party and form a new parliamentary faction. 176 By September 1997, Yegorian had created a
new parliamentary group, Hayrenik (Homeland), made up of ten APNM members who quit
the ruling Republic coalition but retained their membership in the APNM. They
demanded, among other things, the development of truly democratic processes and real
market relations free from monopolistic dictatorship. 177
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2. APNM versus Kocharian and Serzh Sargsian
In the meanwhile, voices within the APNM began to argue openly that the party should
support a vote of no confidence in Kocharians government. 178 Others argued that the
president should sack both Kocharian and Serzh Sargsian. The result was a vague yet
palpable impression that the APNM had lost its power and control over the government.
The governments effort to fight tax evasion directly threatened the interests of key
factions in APNMs constituency and thus further undermined the administrations political
position. In a lecture at the American University in Armenia on 18 December 1997, Serzh
Sargsian made clear that fighting corruption and other economic crimes was a priority for
his ministry in view of the growing links between state officials and the mafia. Such a trend,
he argued, was extremely dangerous. 179 It was clear, however, the government was
divided on the question. Thus, Deputy Economy and Finance Minister Edward Mouradian
was quoted as saying a month later: Today we are not ready to tax the rich, until the
principle of mandatory declaration of incomes comes to the fore. 180
The taxation question was also linked to another charged political issue, the
resolution of the Karabagh conflict. Ter-Petrosian argued that that the conflict had to be
settled before economic development was possible. Kocharian countered that ninety
percent of the economic difficulties of the country could be overcome by improving
government administration and by rationalizing and enforcing the tax regime. In a December
1997 interview, he emphasized that tax receipts had doubled in the past six or seven months
and were three times higher in October than in October last year.181 Clearly, he was
suggesting that the improvement was due to his being appointed prime minister.
While the governments assault on economic crime hurt the APNMs social base,
pressure to establish and enforce fair electoral laws directly threatened the partys grip on
power. The adoption of a new electoral law was a precondition for Armenias admission to
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full membership in the Council of Europe. As the Armenian parliament debated the terms of
the new election law, Siradeghian explained his position to the daily Aravot:
The ruling party, holding the majority of seats at the parliament, will never adopt a
law dooming them to failure at the next parliamentary elections. Consequently, we
should try to make the law more democratic, so that other parties have the chance of
getting into the parliament.182
In short, what Siradeghian was proposing was illusionary democracy. The
opposition, Yegorian and his allies, and Kocharian all wanted an electoral law that would
ensure at least something approaching free and fair elections.

V. The Center Is Not Holding
In the two weeks preceding Ter-Petrosians 26 September press conference, there were
indications that something significant was afoot. The defense minister of the self-proclaimed
Republic of Mountainous Karabagh, Samvel Babayan, gave an unusual interview to the
Noyan Tapan news agency on 12 September 1997. Babayan stated that if we arent able to
reach something at the negotiations table, the risk of war increases. He added, [W]e are
ready to do this, and he called for direct negotiations with Baku. Asked about returning the
territories occupied by the Karabagh army to Azerbaijan, Babayan made it clear that nobody
should even consider this possibility before reaching an agreement on the status of that
unrecognized republic. As for giving up the territories linking it to Armenia, the defense
minister argued that even if independence were granted Karabagh today, the areas of
Lachin and Kelbajar would never be returned. He also accused international mediators of
siding with Azerbaijan and warned Azerbaijan that nobody could serve Karabagh to them as
a ready dish. Finally, he suggested that after losing another district or two, Azerbaijan might
be more inclined to make concessions. 183
These were rather bizarre pronouncements at a time when the outbreak of another war
was unlikely. Babayan was clearly indicating to the parties involved in the negotiations over
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Karabagh  Armenia, Azerbaijan, and the OSCE Minsk Group  that any peace settlement
would require the direct involvement of the Karabagh government in the negotiations and
Stepanakerts consent to any settlement plan.
That same day, the newly elected president of Karabagh, Arkadii Ghoukasian, also
gave an interview to the daily Respublika Armenia. As his views set the parameters of the
subsequent crisis, they deserve some attention:
Q.: What does the Azeri side suggest for resolution of the conflict?
Ghoukasian: Baku proposes that we unilaterally withdraw our forces from all
territories. But then, by leaving Agdam, Kelbajar, Lachin, and even Shoushi, in fact
well make Mountainous Karabagh subordinate to Azerbaijan. Baku plans to split
Karabagh in two parts. They propose a solution similar to that of Cyprus, to have two
administrations  Azeri and Armenian. The problem of five hundred thousand
Armenian refugees is not resolved at all. In fact, Karabagh, which won the war, is
supposed to capitulate . It is not acceptable for us to become subordinate to
Azerbaijan, to return the territories, along with unilateral return of the Azeri refugees.
Q.: You spoke about impossibility of vertical subordination to Baku, but proposed
horizontal relations. What did you mean?
Ghoukasian: This could be something similar to a confederation, that is, creating
bodies which could coordinate our activities  say, a common parliament. Yet, we
should be living based on our own laws. Another approach is through definition of
our relations. We can decide together how to resolve, say, ecological problems,
energy supply, communications, or these functions can be undertaken by
Azerbaijan .. Yet, every nation should live in the way it likes. For example, we do
not elect the President of Azerbaijan, Baku does not interfere in our interior affairs.
Yet, the main idea of horizontal relations is recognition of RMK [Republic of
Mountainous Karabagh] as an object of international law. This is sort of abridged
statehood.184
These warnings from Stepanakert were superseded by Gérard Libaridians
resignation on 15 September. As Ter-Petrosians senior advisor, he had been the main
negotiator on the Armenian side dealing with both the Karabagh conflict and ArmenoTurkish relations. In a press conference, he explained that the reason for his resignation was
purely personal. After close to seven years of working in Armenia, the time had come for
his family to be together again.185 While personal reasons cannot be excluded, it is widely
believed in Armenia that the principal reason for his resignation was Kocharians distrust of
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him and opposition to his role in the Karabagh negotiations. At the least, it is clear that there
were serious differences within the leadership over Karabagh well before the crisis came into
the open.
It is against this background that one must set the presidents press conference. TerPetrosian defined five possible variants for the settlement of the Karabagh conflict. Four of
them, he explained, were not realistic, including outright independence or union with
Armenia. There remained a fifth possibility, a negotiated settlement, which could take two
forms: a package settlement that would address all relevant issues at once, including the
final status of Mountainous Karabagh; or a step-by-step approach that would address key
issues in stages. Ter-Petrosian described the package settlement as follows:
It implies that, simultaneously, the occupied territories will be given back except for
Lachin, the disposition of peaceful troops along the Karabakh-Azeri borders, the
stopping of the blockade, the return of refugees to their houses, the creation of buffer
zones at the Karabakh-Azeri borders. This is part of a packet settlement. The other
part is the status of Karabakh.186
Ter-Petrosian then revealed that Azerbaijan and Karabagh found the status proposed
by the Minsk Group of the OSCE unacceptable, but agreed on the rest. He asserted that
Armenia also had some reservations about the proposed settlement and made them known to
the mediators. As Azerbaijan and Mountainous Karabagh were not yet ready to accept the
package settlement, he suggested, [W]hy not try to settle the conflict stage by stage? The
first stage would consist of all the points mentioned in the package settlement with the
exception of the final status of Mountainous Karabagh, which would be postponed until the
first stage is fulfilled. The president summed up his general assessment of this proposed
approach thus:
We have agreed to present our written opinion about this issue to the mediators
within two to three weeks. After that, the mediators will examine the presented
opinions and if they find that there is some community of interests, that will be
considered as a ground for beginning talks.187
The text of the draft agreement has not been made public, but a document purporting
to sum up its key points was leaked to the generally reliable Noyan Tapan news agency.
According to that document, the Karabagh army would withdraw from all the occupied
186
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territories, including the Lachin corridor. Karabagh would have autonomous status within
Azerbaijan, having its own constitution, anthem, and flag. It would also be allowed to keep a
National Guard and a military police, which would be reduced to the level of minimal
sufficiency after the signing of the final agreement. The borders of Karabagh would be
those effective in 1988. The OSCE would create a sort of buffer zone around the region, and
an international peacekeeping force would be deployed, reportedly with an initial one-year
mandate. Azeri refugees would return to Lachin, Shushi, and other regions within
Mountainous Karabagh, as well as to the occupied territories beyond Karabaghs borders.
There were no provisions for the return of Armenian refugees to Azerbaijan or for
compensation for their losses of property. The Lachin corridor would fall under Azerbaijani
jurisdiction and would be leased by the OSCE to ensure free communication between
Armenia and Mountainous Karabagh. The latter would be declared a free economic zone.
To sum up, what was being proposed was multiethnic autonomy for the region.188
Noyan Tapan came under substantial pressure from the Interior and National Security
Ministry to divulge the source of the document. Clearly, the ideas expressed in both the TerPetrosian press conference and the leaked document had little to do with the original goals of
the Karabagh Movement, of its ideologists, and of its leaders.
In fact, though, the presidents position on the need to reach an agreement over
Karabagh was not new. In an interview with a Turkish journalist of the newspaper
Cumhuriyet in June 1992, Ter-Petrosian had stated that the physical security of Karabagh
Armenians was his main goal with regard to the region. There was no mention of
independence or union with Armenia.189 By the turn of 1994, he was arguing that the
Mountainous Karabagh conflict constitutes the main obstacle to the creation of a normal
state and a healthy economy.190 As a French journalist aptly put it, the settlement the
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Armenian government envisioned at the time lay between autonomy and independence.191
In a nutshell, the Karabagh leaders had already expressed their disagreement with the
presidents views before the press conference that made them public.
On 7 October, Ghoukasian rejected any proposed peace plan based on the regions
subordination to Baku, advanced the idea of a confederative relationship with Azerbaijan,
and opposed the phased approach to the resolution of the conflict, coming out instead for a
package solution.192 Two days later, Armenias foreign ministry spokesman, Arsen
Gasparian, told the RFE/RL bureau that Armenia has accepted in writing the most recent
Karabakh peace plan proposed by the OSCE Minsk Group as a basis for further
negotiations.193
From then on, the crisis gained momentum. Ten deputies left the ruling Republic
parliamentary bloc, joined with four other deputies, and formed a new faction called
Yerkrapahner (Guardians of the Homeland). They represented the pro-government
Yerkrapah volunteer militia loyal to Vazgen Sargsian as defense minister. The Republic bloc
was left with 96 deputies out of 189. 194
Meanwhile, the Karabagh leadership, the Armenian defense ministry, the Guardians
of the Homeland, the interior and national security ministry, the opposition, the intelligentsia,
most diasporan organizations, and most of the Armenian media expressed their opposition to
the presidents support for the proposed settlement. Of particular interest in the month
following Ter-Petrosians press conference was the deafening silence of the presidents
closest allies, including Siradeghian. The speaker of parliament, Babken Ararktsian, was an
exception  he made a meek effort to rescue the president by stating that Ter-Petrosian had
been misunderstood. 195 Not until 10 November 1997 did the APNM, still the dominant
party in the National Assembly, back the presidents Karabagh policy.
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In addition to expressing publicly his opposition to the proposed step-by-step plan,
Kocharian also made it clear that he disagreed with the presidents belief that that conflict
was the main cause of Armenias economic problems. 196 On 14 January 1998, the prime
minister excluded the possibility of any settlement that envisaged Karabaghs vertical
subordination to Baku.197 Vazgen Sargsian followed suit with a press conference on 23
January 1998 that proved to be a turning point in the intensifying polarization between the
president and his party on the one hand, and all those opposing the step-by-step approach on
the other. Sargsian stressed the need to take a tougher stand on the Karabagh question, he
attacked the APNM for its efforts to force Kocharians ouster, he called the latters
resignation impossible, and he blamed the APNM for a series of terrorist actions that had
occurred over the previous weeks. 198 Three days later, the four deputies of the Intellectual
Armenia Party pulled out of the Republic bloc because of their objections to the phased
approach.
Consultations between opposition parties, the minister of defense, and the prime
minister were followed by calls for the resignation of the president by the chair of National
Democratic Union, Vazgen Manoukian, as well as by the ARF and the former national
security advisor, Davit Shahnazarian. The political crisis intensified when media reports
suggested that a number of recent terrorist actions against government officials had been
organized by elements close to the ruling party. These acts, it appears, aimed to foster an
atmosphere of political crisis in an effort to discredit the government and force the president
to dismiss it. This was followed by the resignations of Siradeghian as Yerevans mayor and
of the foreign minister, Alexander Arzoumanian. On 2 February, Babken Ararktsian
announced the dissolution of the Social State deputy group. The entire group, as well as
twenty-seven deputies from the Republic faction and a considerable part of the Reforms
group, joined the Yerkrapah bloc. As a result, the latter became the single largest
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parliamentary bloc, with sixty-nine deputies, compared to only fifty-six for the Republic. 199
All but one of the powerful deputy-governors also quit the Republic. At this point, having
lost his parliamentary majority, the president had no choice but to resign. As he explained in
his address to the nation:
The well-known bodies of power demanded my resignation. Taking into
consideration the fact that the fulfillment of the presidents constitutional authorities
under the current situation is fraught with a real danger of destabilization of the
country, I accept that demand and announce my resignation.
I refrain from any comments or assessment not to aggravate the situation. I
just think it necessary to note that the speculation over the Artsakh [Mountainous
Karabagh] problem was just a [one] cause in the crisis of power. The problem is
much deeper and is connected with the fundamental principle of statehood and the
alternative between peace and war.
Time will show who did what for Artsakh and who is indeed selling it out.
Nothing extraordinary happened. Simply the party of peace and decent accord has
lost.200

VI. Conclusion
One must give time to Time, François Mitterand, the late President of France, used to say.
There is wisdom in his words. We will be better able to assess the legacy of the TerPetrosian years twenty years from now, when distance and a broader comparative perspective
on the various paths taken by the fifteen Soviet successor states will help us draw
conclusions that are not possible now. Today, the very nature of the subject leads us to focus
on the problematic aspects of Ter-Petrosians tenure. The former president himself is
confident about the overall assessment of his role in history, as he made clear in a speech at
the APNMs Ninth Congress in the summer of 1997.
In 10-20 years everything that is said today in relation to the ANM and authorities
will be forgotten, and history will fix the only pure facts, which are: in the days of
ANM Armenia restored its independence; in the days of ANM Karabakh won the
liberation war; in the days of ANM Armenia adopted its constitution; in the days of
ANM the ground for democracy, a multi-party system, and parliamentarianism was
laid; in the days of ANM Armenia formed a base for free market economy; in the
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days of ANM Armenia formed its army; in the days of ANM, the 9 th ANM Congress
was held.201
There is a hint of defensiveness in these words. It is true that much was achieved in
the Ter-Petrosian era. But the achievements often took on a distorted or perverted form
under the weight of the Leninist past, the constraints of frenetic liberalization, the influence
of some Armenian cultural traits, and the burden of the war over Mountainous Karabagh.202
Overall, one could characterize Ter-Petrosians years as marked by a transition from
populism mass mobilization led by inexperienced intellectuals (1988-1990) to a variant of
delegative democracy (1991-1994), to be replaced by a variant of pragmatic
authoritarianism (1995-1998). During the years of delegative democracy, Ter-Petrosians
power was based on his overwhelming victory in the presidential elections of 1991. The
political opposition was weak and concentrated in parliament  initially the holdover
Supreme Soviet (1989-1990) and then the legislature elected in the spring of 1990. Neither
came close to enjoying the popularity of the president. Ter-Petrosian at that time represented
the will of the people  the basis of his political power was not really a party. Rather, it was
a movement that stood above politics and claimed to represent all Armenians. Gradually,
his policies diverged from the promises made during the populist phase of his rise to
power.203 The courts and the legislature had to be pliant, subordinating themselves to the
will of a man who represented the peoples will. Initially, the courts were appropriately
deferential, but the legislature was more rebellious. In this regard, 1994 proved to be the
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turning point in the development of Ter-Petrosians brand of authoritarianism. Finally, with
the rigging of the 1995 parliamentary elections and the fraudulent 1996 presidential
elections, Armenia joined the ranks of what political scientist Larry Diamond has called
pseudo democracies.
There is a clear and important distinction between illiberal electoral democracies and
pseudo democracies
The former are more or less troubled, weak, and hollow in
their democratic institutions. Nevertheless, they meet the Schumpeterian conditions
for electoral democracy. However concentrated state power may be in abusive
executives and however brutal and rampant may be the human rights violations of
state security forces (and their guerrilla nemeses), electoral competition is real and its
outcome uncertain. By contrast, as one moves toward the rim of the former Soviet
Union, Africa, parts of Asia, and the Middle East, elections themselves become
increasingly hollow and uncompetitive, a thin disguise for the authoritarian
hegemony of despots and ruling parties.204
If it is true that responses to decline and crisis in various organizations and
institutions are, as Albert Hirschman has famously argued, exit, voice, and loyalty, then the
reaction of the Armenian people to the Ter-Petrosian regime followed a distinct pattern.205
Until the violent repression of 1996, exit (in the form of mass emigration) and voice best
represented Armenians responses. Close to 800,000 had left the country by the time TerPetrosian resigned.206 Once the opposition was crushed, there was little voice left.
Was there, then, loyalty? On the part of a few, certainly. But loyalty was the
weakest leg of the regimes support. For many, loyalty manifested itself in voice, but voice
in the form of public opposition to Ter-Petrosians policies. When voice failed, and many
found they could not leave Armenia, what replaced loyalty was what a sociologist writing
about the relationship between migration and participation has called autism  alienation,
isolation, and disempowerment.207
Armenias post-Soviet political experience shows that a constitution can provide a
president with extraordinary formal powers but, if the holder of the office lacks legitimacy
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and finds that his policies are rejected by both the political elite and society, in practice he
will be extremely weak. In these circumstances, hyperpresidentialism will prove an empty
shell.208
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